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Abstract 

admium Telluride (CdTe) thin film solar cells are one of the most 

promising solar cell technologies and share 5% of the photovoltaics 

market. CdTe thin film solar cells are expected to play a crucial role in 

the future photovoltaics market. The limitations of terawatt-scale CdTe solar cells 

deployment are scarcity of raw materials, low power conversion efficiency, and their 

stability. During the last few decades, intensive studies have been made to further 

understand the material properties, explore substitute materials, and get insight into 

the defect generation and distribution in solar cells. Yet, these problems are still not 

fully resolved. One of these significant topics is replacement of indium tin oxide 

(ITO). Following the introduction of aluminum doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al or AZO) 

into thin film solar cells application, zinc oxide based transparent conducting oxides 

attract the attention from academic research institutes and industry. Zinc oxides are 

commonly doped with group III elements such as aluminium and gallium. Some 

researchers introduced group IV elements, including titanium, hafnium, zirconium, 

and obtained good properties. In our work, deposited zirconium doped zinc oxide 

(ZnO:Zr or ZrZO) by atomic layer deposition (ALD). Based on the advantage of 

precisely controlling of chemical ratio, the nature of ZrZO could be revealed. It is 

found that the ZrZO thin film has good thermal stability. By increasing zirconium 

concentration, the energy bandgap of ZrZO film follows the Burstein – Moss effect. 
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Another issue of CdTe solar cells is the doping of CdTe thin films, low carrier 

concentration in CdTe thin films hinders the open circuit voltage and thus power 

conversion efficiency. Copper is a compelling element that is used as a CdTe dopant; 

however, high concentration of copper ions results in severe solar cell degradation. 

One approach was to evaporate a few nm thick copper on CdTe thin film followed 

with annealing. Another approach was to introduce a buffer layer in between the CdTe 

thin film and back metallic electrode. Numerous works have been shown that Sb2Te3 

layer performs better than copper-based buffer layer, and the stability of carbon-based 

buffer layers, such as Graphene and single wall carbon nanotubes showed excellent 

permeability. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Overview of Photovoltaics  

Recently, solar photovoltaics (PV) market is undergoing a swift expansion. As 

reported, the grid-connected PV capacity grew to 139 giga peak watt (GWp) in 2014, 

106 times larger than the PV capacity in 2000. Despite the rapid and unrelenting 

growth, PV power contributes only 0.87% of global electricity production in 2013 [1]. 

To meet the globally recognized climate change target in 2050, the fraction of 

renewable energy should be increased by several orders of magnitude.  

In this scenario, renewable energy should meet 15% of global baseline demand 

(around 33 000 TWh by mid-century). Based on this assumption, the fraction of PV 

capacity can be calculated. It is estimated that 50% renewable energy fraction requires 

12.5 TWp PV deployment. Such an ambitious target requires improving solar cells 

efficiency, manufacturing and materials availability. 

Nowadays, there are several PV technologies ranking scheme. One of the most 

popular ranking schemes is the generation-based classification. Another classification 

method divides the solar cells into two categories: wafer-based and thin-film cells 

shown in Fig.1-1. 
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Fig. 1-1 Typical solar PV device structures, divided into wafer-based and thin-film 

technologies. Reproduced from ref. [2].  

The wafer-based cells technologies are the most mature of all PV technologies. 

Due to the mature silicon semiconductor industry and material abundance, crystalline 

silicon solar cells are the most popular in the market. They share ∼90% of the current 

global production capacity in 2014. At the very beginning of PV history, crystalline 

silicon (c-Si) solar cells dominated the market. Later on, multicrystalline silicon 

(mc-Si) solar cells replaced them and constituted ∼55% in 2014. Silicon-based solar 

cells are fabricated by doping the silicon wafer prior to slicing c-Si ingot or mc-Si 

block into 150-180 µm wafers. Record cell of c-Si cells is the variant heterojunction 

cell with intrinsic thin layer (HIT) architecture first announced by Panasonic. The HIT 

cell holds an efficiency of 25.6% [3]. For mc-Si cells, the best cell made by Trina 

Solar stands at 20.8% [4]. Although silicon-based solar cells show relatively high 

efficiencies, technologists are concerned with the high material usage of the technique 

for terawatt-scale application. Other challenges of the technique are the purity 

requirements and their low throughput. 

Gallium arsenide (GaAs) is an ideal material for solar electricity conversion 
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application. It has a large absorption coefficient, matching energy band gap, and low 

non-radiative energy loss. Up until now, GaAs solar cells fabricated by Alta Devices 

are the best-reported lab cell with efficiency of 28.8% [5]. However, the main 

challenge is the high cost of such material. 

Multijunction (MJ) solar cells are developed for matching the solar spectrum 

with different bandgap to absorb most of energy in sunlight. Record cell efficiency of 

38.8% without concentration was announced by Spectrolab [6]. The barriers for 

large-scale deployment are complex manufacturing processes and low reservation of 

the materials involved. 

Thin film cells provide another approach for terawatt-scale deployment. Thin 

film cells, with high light absorption coefficient materials allow the use of ultrathin 

film. A few micron thick absorber film significantly reduces material usage. 

Furthermore, thin film cells are believed to be the high energy density cell. Energy 

payback time suggests that CdTe cells are the best in the commercial PV cells, three 

times better than c-Si cells. The energy payback time can be translated into 

greenhouse gas emission during production and use. It demonstrates that the 

greenhouse gas emission are 5 g CO2-eq per kWh for c-Si, compared to 21, 27, and 14 

g CO2-eq per kWh for a-Si:H, CIGS, and CdTe, respectively [2].  

There are eight types of thin film solar cells. Three of them, including 

hydrogenated amorphous silicon solar cells, copper indium gallium diselenide solar 

cells, and cadmium telluride solar cells, are commercially available. Hydrogenated 

amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) solar cell is one of the crucial thin film solar cells. In 
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generally, a-Si:H thin film acts as an absorber in solar cells. 300 nm a-Si:H film is 

sufficient for ∼90% above-bandgap photons, much lower than that of silicon absorber. 

Along with the abundance of silicon resource, a-Si:H solar cells became one of the 

popular solar cells. In 2013, a-Si:H solar cells held 2% of global PV market (22% of 

thin film PV market). However, the serious light-induced degradation (the Staebler–

Wronski effect) imposed a constraint to their further development. 

Copper Indium Gallium Diselenide (CIGS) solar cells are another well-known 

PV technology. CIGS solar cells have comparably high efficiency as silicon-based 

solar cells. Record CIGS solar cells had achieved 21.0% by Solibro [7]. The difficulty 

of such a quaternary material based technology lies in the control of the thin film 

stoichiometry. The variability of thin film significantly changes the properties of the 

absorber. Although CIGS cells have a place in PV industry (2% of PV market, 22% of 

thin film PV market), based on Fig 1-2, the scarcity of indium and selenium is a 

hinder in the future for terawatt-scale application. 
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Fig. 1-2 Materials usage, abundance, and cost for key elements used in commercial 

and emerging PV technologies. Reproduced from ref. [2].  

Cadmium telluride (CdTe) solar cells are a leading thin-film PV technology. 

Record efficiency has been broken several times during these years. CdTe technology 

employs roll-to-roll deposition processes with high-throughput. This technique is 

believed to offer the lowest module cost of any PV technology in the market. In 2014, 

First Solar claimed to have improved the efficiency to 21.0% for stand alone solar 

cells and 17.5% for modules [2]. Hence, we foresee the PV market share of CdTe will 

be greater than that of 5% in the future. 
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1.2 CdS/CdTe Thin Film Solar Cells Current Status 

CdTe solar cells technology occupies the second place in the photovoltaic 

market behind silicon-based device technology. The competitiveness of CdTe solar 

cells will further be improved as the increase of understanding of CdTe cells 

mechanism and the decrease of manufacturing cost. 

According to the manufacturing sequences, leading thin film technology can be 

classified into two categories: substrate and superstrate configurations. Substrate 

configuration in the other hand uses metal foil as a substrate, then, CdTe is deposited 

as an absorber layer, later cadmium sulfide (CdS) window layer and transparent 

conductive oxide (TCO) is deposited as contact. The superstrate configuration is an 

inverted structure of the conventional substrate structure. In this approach, a TCO 

coated transparent glass is used as a substrate on which deposit window layer, 

absorber, and back contact accordingly [8].  

After more than 40 years intensively studied, the efficiency of CdTe solar cells 

has reached a relatively high value. In substrate configuration; a conversion efficiency 

of up to 13.6% has been reported [9]. However, the recorded efficiency of the 

superstrate configuration CdTe solar cells reached 20.0%. The difference arises from 

the fact that CdTe has a relatively high electron affinity. Substrate configuration limits 

the device processing, which imposes restriction on the formation of ohmic contact at 

the back surface field. Moreover, the diffusion of impurities from the buffer layer and 

the metal substrate to the junction further destroys the solar cell. Hence, superstrate 

configuration CdTe cells are widely used in industry, even though the metal substrate 
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in substrate configuration can be thin and hence light weight, and the substrate 

configuration devices have a significant price reduction potential. 

To further improve the competitiveness of superstrate CdTe solar cells, the 

ongoing research focuses on two aspects: improvement of the solar cell quality and 

reduction of the manufacturing cost. For the former, research concentrates on 

improving junction activation, solar cells efficiency and stability. For the latter, 

researchers interest in tuning the CdS/CdTe thin film thickness and replacing ITO 

with cheaper transparent conductors. Moreover, they search new materials that serve 

as buffer layer at the back surface field to avoid Schottky diode formation at the back 

contact electrode. 

In this thesis, we focus on three aspects: (a) strategies being developed to 

fabricate a suitable front contact; (b) the effect of the chlorine activation process and 

the post-treatment; and (c) suitable buffer layers, such as CuxTe, Sb2Te3, MoO3 to 

form the ohmic contact at the back electrode. 

1.2.1 Front Contact Fabrication 

The front contact film is a thin film that covers CdS window layer and serves as 

a front electrode of the solar cell. Therefore, materials that can be used as a front 

contact should have high transparency to allow more than 85% visible light 

penetrating into the CdTe solar cells over its working wavelength (400-860 nm). The 

materials should have relatively low resistivity on the order of 2×10
-3

 Ω∙cm to reduce 

the series resistance of the device. The materials are also required to withstand high 
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fabrication temperature in the final deposition procedures in superstrate configuration 

devices shown in Table 1-1 are some popular materials listed as transparent 

conducting oxide. 

Table 1-1 Properties of popular Transparent Conducting Oxide (TCO) materials. 

Reproduced from ref. [10]. 

Material Resistivity (Ω∙cm) Transparency (%) 

SnO2:F (FTO) 8×10
-4

 80 

In2O3:Sn (ITO) 2×10
-4

 80 

In2O3:Ga 2×10
-4

 85 

In2O3:F 2.5×10
-4

 85 

Cd2SnO4 (CTO) 2×10
-4

 85 

Zn2SnO4 (ZTO) 10
-2

 90 

ZnO: In 8×10
-4

 85 

The most commonly used TCOs for CdTe solar cells are SnO2:Sn (ITO), 

SnO2:F (FTO) and Zn:Al (AZO). Instead of using one layer, they are often used in 

combination with a High Resistive and Transparent (HRT) layer. HRT layers are 

usually 50 nm thick and made by SnO2, ZnO, or Zn2SnO4. The TCO and HRT bi-layer 

act as barrier to passivate the diffusion of sodium ions from the soda-lime glass. In 

addition, an HRT film may act as an “etch-stop” in the acid treated CdTe thin film 

process to prevent possible shunts from the over-etched CdTe films. Therefore, the 

use of TCO and HRT bi-layer facilitates the possibility of using thinner CdS film. 
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1.2.1.1 ZnO:Al Thin Films as Front Contact for CdTe Solar Cells 

Conventional TCO materials are SnO2:F (FTO), SnO2:In (ITO) and SnO2:Cd 

(CTO). Recently, ZnO-based TCO films have attracted significant attention due to 

their untoxic characteristic and low cost potentials. Gupta and Compaan used ZnO:Al 

as a TCO layer in the all-sputtered CdTe solar cells and obtained a device with 14.0% 

efficiency [11]. Mazzamuto also reported an ZnO:Al-based solar cell with an 

efficiency of 14.0%, higher than the SnO2:F-based solar cells; it is shown in Table 1-2 

[12].  

Table 1-2 CdS/CdTe devices using SnO2:F (FTO) and ZnO:Al, respectively. 

Reproduced from ref. [12]. 

TCO Voc (mV) Jsc (mA∙cm
-2

) FF (%) η (%) 
Rs 

(Ω∙cm
2
) 

Rsh 

(Ω∙cm
2
) 

SnO2:F 820 20.7 73.96 12.6 3.9 1822 

ZnO:Al 814 23.6 73.25 14.0 3.16 989 

The ZnO:Al film shows better transparency in the visible spectrum (<900 nm) 

based on Fig. 1-3. It also shows higher electron mobility and lower sheet resistance, 

compared to the FTO film. 
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Fig. 1-3 Quantum Efficiency curves of CdS/CdTe solar cells using ZnO:Al and 

SnO2:F as front contact. Reproduced from ref. [11]. 

Another advantage is the diffusion of Zn into CdS layer during chlorine 

treatment, which may tune the energy bandgap and transmittance of the CdS layer 

[13].  

1.2.1.2 Transparent Conducting Graphene Films 

ZnO:Al is believed to be a superior front contact material. However, ion 

diffusion from the ZnO:Al film to junction region during deposition process or 

illumination leads to cells deterioration. Therefore, a substitution is required.  

Graphene film would be quite encouraging due to their high electron mobility 

and high optical transparency. Large scale and high quality grapheme films can be 

prepared by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Graphene films show higher optical 

transparency in all wavelength regions, from 350 to 2200 nm. Also, the mobility is 

much higher than that of conventional TCOs as shown in Table 1-3 [14]. The high 
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sheet resistance of graphene could reduce from 125 Ω sq
-1

 to 30 Ω sq
-1

 by doping 

[15].  

With such superior properties, graphene films have been used as a front 

electrode. Wang et al. used graphene as a front electrode of a dye sensitive cells (DSC) 

cell and obtained a low efficiency of 0.26% [16]. Hui Bi et al. have also successfully 

fabricated a CdTe solar cell with an efficiency of 4.17% in a 

glass/graphene/ZnO/CdS/CdTe/graphite configuration [14].  

Table 1-3 Average transmittance (Tr), sheet resistance (Rs), and carrier mobility (µ) 

of the TCO films, including CVD graphene (GR), mechanically exfoliated graphene 

(ME GR), SnO2:In (ITO), ZnO:Al, and FTO. Reproduced from ref. [14]. 

Transparent 

Conducting Film 
Thickness 

Tr (%) 

(350-900nm) 

Rs 

(Ω sq
-1

) 

µ 

(cm
2 

V
-1

s
-1

) 

GR 1 layer 95.5 1150 602.4 

GR 2 layers 92.8 780 578.3 

GR 4 layers 88.7 445 550.0 

GR 7 layers 82.2 220 450.8 

ITO 700nm, 300nm 81.7, 80.1 24.7, 20.0 23.2, 19.0 

AZO 600nm, 718nm 81.6, 80.9 15.9, 7.5 18.7, 24.0 

FTO 420nm 84.1 25.8 20.0 

GR (Ni) 1-12 layers 89.7 1000 100-2000 

GR (Cu) 4 layers 90.4 350 - 

GR (Cu) 1 layer 97.4 272 5100 

ME GR 1 layer 97.6 - 10000 
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1.2.2 Activation Processes 

Activation processes are another important research topic since they are 

necessary to improve the thin film and the junction qualities.  

1.2.2.1 Oxygen Assisted CdTe Growth 

Oxygen is believed to have significant effects on controlling CdTe grain size, 

doping concentration enhancement, and GBs passivation [17]. Oxygen plays a crucial 

role in CdTe grain growth [18]. It is shown that an increasing in oxygen partial 

pressure leads to an increasing nucleation site density. Therefore, CdTe layers that are 

grown under higher oxygen partial pressure ambient will generate small but compact 

grains. The dense CdTe grain structure will further suppress the shunting problem of 

the device. On the contrary, CdTe thin films grown without O2 shows large grain size. 

It is relatively easy to form voids or pinholes between large grains. The voids and 

pinholes may further increase the possibility of shunting problem [17].  

Oxygen could enhance the p-type doping in the CdTe layer. Valdna et al. have 

demonstrated that a small amount of oxygen during deposition process led to a 

decrease in film resistivity [19]. The presence of oxygen in the closed-space 

sublimation (CSS)-related CdTe deposition facilitate the hole concentration up to 

3.4×10
14

 cm
3
. Higher doping concentration leads to an increase of Voc. However, the 

net carrier concentration in CdTe films saturates at 3.4×10
14

 cm
3
. High oxygen partial 

pressure results in the oxidation of Cadmium, and consequently increases the 

resistivity by six orders of magnitude [19]. 
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The presence of oxygen could improve the junction quality. Albin et al. 

advocated that oxygen slow down the reaction between Te and Cd atoms, which 

reduces the inter-diffusion of CdS and CdTe leading to an improvement in junction 

quality [17]. Flores et al. demonstrated that an oxygen involved annealing improved 

the property of chemical bath deposition grew CdS (CBD-CdS), the efficiency of the 

oxygen-treated solar cell increased to 6.6%, compared to the as-deposited solar cells 

with an efficiency of 5.4% [20]. The device efficiency was further improved to 9.8% 

by removing the oxidation on the surface of the CdS film [17]. 

1.2.2.2 CdCl2 Treatment 

It is hypothesized that Chloride ion acts as a fluxing agent that enhances the 

atom mobility of CdTe film during the annealing process [21]. CdCl2 was commonly 

used in the post-deposition treatment of CdTe solar cell. The CdTe – CdCl2 phase 

diagram indicates that the eutectic temperature of CdTe – CdCl2 is around 490°C. 

CdCl2 will vaporize and may not influence the grain growth at higher annealing 

temperatures [22]. Hence, the temperatures chosen in CdCl2 treatment are mostly 

lower than 490°C. 

CdCl2 was mostly deposited on the device by two methods, including dry 

method and wet method [23, 24]. The chloride vapor treatment method was also 

reported [25, 26]. 

CdCl2 dry deposition method is a vacuum evaporation technology. A few nm 

thick CdCl2 was evaporated on the CdTe surface prior to post-annealing, in which 
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vacuum evaporation is a high cost and time-consuming technology. Wet CdCl2 

deposition provides an easy handling method. Therefore, the wet deposition method is 

used in most of the research institutes. In wet deposition, CdTe film was initially 

dipped into the saturated CdCl2 – CH3OH solution [27]. The sample was dried to 

precipitate a CdCl2 film followed by annealing in the presence of oxygen or inert air 

atmosphere at <490°C for around half an hour [18]. After heat treatment, residual 

CdCl2 on the sample surface is washed with distilled water. However, the wet CdCl2 

treatment method fails for large area solar cells fabrication. The humid environment 

of the treatment process may further lead to device degradation. The vaporized CdCl2 

treatment method was reported to effectively eliminate the rinsate on the sample 

surface with better reproducibility [25]. 

In summary, oxygen/chloride co-processing enhances the junction formation 

and eliminates lateral shunt path of the device. However, O and Cl co-doping needs 

further understanding. 

1.2.3 Back Contact Buffer Layer 

The electron affinity of p-type CdTe is high. Since most metals do not have a 

relatively high work function, it forms a Schottky junction with the back electrode. 

Thereby, back contact technique is one of the challenges in the manufacture of CdTe 

solar cells. 

Generally, people introduce superstrate configuration to overcome the problem. 

In the superstrate configuration, a CdTe layer is etched with nitric-phosphoric solution 
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or bromine-methanol solution. After a few seconds of treatment, the etched CdTe 

surface forms a thin p+ region. The p+ region acts as a heavily doped p-type 

semiconductor in-between the CdTe film and metal electrode, which facilitates the 

carrier transportation through tunneling effect. Other materials can also be used as a 

back contact buffer layer. Popular materials include graphite: Cu [28], Te [29-31], Au, 

CuxTe  [32-34], ZnTe [35], HgTe, Sb2Te3 [36], As2Te3, and MoOx [37, 38]. Such 

materials can help overcome the potential barrier and improve the cell efficiency. 

For devices in the substrate configuration, the CdTe layer is deposited on the 

metal electrode at the very first step. The deposition sequence brings difficulties to the 

acid-etching process. In order to form an ohmic contact between the back electrode 

and CdTe layer, a heavily doped semiconductor buffer layer should be introduced. It 

should be noted that the buffer layer must be stable and capable of withstanding high 

temperatures during the subsequent manufacturing and heat treatment steps. Popular 

buffer layers are listed in Table 1-4 [39].  

Table 1-4 Parameters of solar cells (substrate configuration) with different buffer 

layers. Reproduced from ref. [39]. 

Buffer layer η(%) Voc (mv) FF   (%) Jsc (mA/cm
2
) 

MoO3/Te 10.0 733 62.3 22.0 

Sb2Te3 8.6 658 61.2 21.4 

MoO3 5.9 597 48.4 20.3 

Sb 4.6 446 49.6 21.1 

Cu/Te/MoO3 11.3 768 68.6 21.4 

Cu 8.9 751 61.2 20.0 
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Cu/Sb2Te3 7.7 622 58.2 21.2 

CuOx 7.5 690 49.2 22.0 

Cu/Sb 6.1 658 51.3 18.3 

1.2.3.1 Material with high stability: Sb2Te3  

With the matched thermal expansion coefficient of CdTe, Mo has been chosen 

as the back electrode. However, the difference in the work function between the 

absorber and Mo results in a non-rectifying junction. Two approaches have been used 

to form a quasi-ohmic contact. One method is to place a layer with the required high 

work function materials to reduce the barrier height. By applying such layer, the holes 

can overcome the barrier and reach the back electrode at its operating temperature. 

Another approach is to introduce a heavily doped layer to narrow the barrier width. 

Using this approach, holes can reach the back electrode by tunneling effect. Using this 

approach, materials such as CuxTe and Sb2Te3 have attracted the most attention. 

Remeo et al. first introduced Sb2Te3 into superstrate configurations CdS/CdTe 

thin film solar cells [40]. With a Sb2Te3 /Mo back contact, the solar cell showed 14.6% 

efficiency with a 74% fill factor (FF). Subsequently, extensive research was applied to 

Sb2Te3. The research revealed that the degenerate p-type Sb2Te3 has a very low 

resistivity, on the order of 10
-4

 Ω∙cm. The work function of the p-type Sb2Te3 can be 

tuned between 5.12-5.8 eV, which matches well with CdTe [41]. It is also reported 

that CdTe/Sb2Te3 is in thermodynamic equilibrium and no reaction occurs between 

them from a chemical point of view [42]. Moreover, a small amount of Sb diffuses 

into the CdTe, forms a thin p
+
 CdTe layer, which further facilitates the formation of a 
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quasi-ohmic contact [40].  

The Sb doping effect and dopant compensation mechanism in the CdS/CdTe 

solar cell still do not fully be understood at the moment. However, it is believed that 

Sb substitutes for Cd atoms and forms Sbcd
+
 donors when it diffuses into the Te-rich 

area. On the contrary, SbTe
-
 acceptors form at the Cd-rich limit [41]. The Sbcd

+
 donors 

in the p-CdTe layer have several positive effects. Since most Sb ions diffuse through 

grain boundaries, Sbcd
+
 donors accumulate at the boundaries. As positive particles, 

they repulse the holes from the grain bulk towards the back contact and the electrons 

are pulled to the grain boundaries and transport to the depletion region [41]. By this 

means, Sbcd
+
 donors promote the separation of electron-hole pairs and greatly reduce 

the recombination in the grain boundaries. On the other hand, the Sbcd
+
 donors 

compensate VCd, the missing Cd atoms at the lattice site, which leading to a higher 

Fermi level in the device. 

In the meantime, Sb2Te3 acts as an impurities barrier at the back contact [36]. 

The diffused impurities accumulate at the CdS/CdTe junction and form 

Generation-Recombination centers. As the impurities accumulate at the grain 

boundaries, voids and interfaces, they change the shunts. All this reveals that the 

diffused impurities lead to device degradation.  

In thin film solar cells, most of the impurities come from the sodium in the 

glass substrate and metal elements in the back contact buffer. It is necessary to deposit 

an thin film on the substrate acting as substrate ion impurities barrier. In the 

superstrate configuration, a transparent layer such as Al2O3, SiO2, or ITO is deposited 
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on the glass substrate prior to solar cell deposition. In the substrate configuration case, 

impurities come from the metal foil substrate. The back contact buffer is also expected 

to act as a passivation layer. As fast diffusers like Cu and Al degrade solar cells over a 

short period, it is essential to find a metal electrode with a low diffusion coefficient 

and a buffer material with high ion diffusion barrier. 

Molybdenum is a material that has low diffusion velocity. In addition, Mo foil 

can be prepared with a high purity. Therefore, Sb2Te3/Mo is expected to be a stable 

back contact for long term operation [43]. An aging test had been applied to CdTe 

solar cells with a Sb2Te3/Mo stack. After 5 months of testing, the performance of the 

device changed with no decrease, but increased of 10%. The explanation for this is 

that the light soaking effect facilitated a better back contact. The aging test carried on 

for 9 months, with the efficiency declining slightly but still higher than the initial 

efficiency by 4%. In contrast, solar cells with a Sb/Mo stack show severe degradation 

[44]. A Sb2Te3/Mo stack forms a successful Cu-free back contact. However, the 

stability and resistivity of Sb2Te3 depend on the manufacturing conditions. Also, the 

dopant compensation effect of telluride affects the doping step [45]. 

1.2.3.2 The novel high work function material: MoOx 

Most of the back contact buffers lie in a heavily doped semiconductor to narrow 

the Schottky barrier, which facilitates hole transportation by the tunneling effect. 

Another approach is to use materials with a high work function to reduce the barrier 

height, hence enhancing hole transportation. One of such material is MoOx. MoOx has 
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a high work function of (Φs=5.3–6.8 eV) [38]; yet, its working mechanism has not 

been fully revealed. It is understood that its high work function contributes to 

promoting the work function of the electrode and therefore lowering the level of the 

Schottky barrier [46]. Gao et al. [47] and Huang [48] believe that the presence of 

defect states in the band gap may align the semiconductor valence band and serve as a 

hole transport pathway. 

This novel material attracts worldwide attention. Lin [49] grew CdTe solar cells 

on FTO coated soda lime glass with a MoOx/Ni stack back contact. The solar cell 

exhibits an efficiency of 12.2% with a open circuit voltage of 816mV. The J-V 

behavior showed that the roll-over phenomenon was eliminated. Despite a proper 

thickness of  MoOx film contributing to the forming of quasi-ohmic contact with 

CdTe, precise control of the process condition is another challenge for this technique. 

The properties of MoOx film are strongly dependent on the deposition methods 

[50-53]. A MoOx layer prepared by thermal evaporation produces a transparent layer 

of stoichiometric composition to form quasi-ohmic contact accompanied by a p-CdTe 

and metal electrode. The solar cells demonstrated the normal J-V characteristics and 

an excellent FF. However, a sputtering deposited MoOx layer exhibit poor J-V 

characteristics. A roll-over phenomenon could be observed. Also, the composition of 

the sputtering prepared layer changed as Mo
6+

 and Mo
5+

 ions were found in such films 

[54].  

The thickness of the MoOx layer should be carefully controlled, since MoOx is 

an insulating material [49]. Lin reported that a MoOx layer of 40 nm results in a 
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normal J-V characteristic, whilst a buffer layer with excess MoOx of 80nm introduces 

an additional series resistor [49].  

The residual rinsing step is crucial to superstrate configuration, as the residual 

layer may compensate for the work function of MoOx, which leads to higher Schottky 

barrier. Experiments demonstrated that CdTe films with and without the rinsing 

procedure prior to MoOx/Ni stack deposition showed 71.4% and 47.4% FF, 

respectively [54]. For substrate configuration, the MoOx layer is deposited prior to the 

CdTe film. Therefore, the metal foil should be rinsed to remove the oxides, organic, 

and other impurities. 

The metal electrode affects the stability of the MoOx layer. Lin [54] coated 

various metals like Ni, Mo, Cr, Al and Mg on the CdTe solar cells as the back 

electrode. The efficiencies of different cells are similar. However, aging test showed 

that cells with Cr and Al electrodes were less stable. The reason is that Cr and Al tend 

to form oxides, as their standard enthalpy of oxide formation is larger than that of Mo. 

In contact with such metals, oxygen in MoOx is extracted and forms metal oxides. In 

contrast, metals with lower standard enthalpy formation of their oxides like Mo and 

Ni are expected to be stable [55].  

Another problem is MoOx sensitivity to air exposure [55]. This brings 

complexity in the MoOx layer deposition, and makes vacuum evaporate deposition 

preferential. 
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1.3 Objectives of Thesis 

In silicon-based solar cells, silver paste is sintered to form front gate wire 

electrode. However, transparent conduction oxide films are more popular than wire 

electrode in thin film solar cells. Since the recombination rate in the surface of thin 

film solar cells is extremely high, a large number of carriers will be recombined 

during lateral migration to the metal wire electrodes. Transparent conduction oxide 

electrode that covers the whole surface of thin film solar cells will enhance the carrier 

collection by avoiding lateral recombination. Transparent electrode requires high 

optical transparency (more than 80%) in the visible region and low resistivity (about 

10
-3

 Ω cm) simultaneously. Thin metal films have fairly good conductivity, but the 

transparency is far from enough to satisfy the demand. The possible way to obtain 

eligible transparent conductors is to introducing dopants to wide band gap oxide 

(greater than 3eV). The degeneracy oxide thus shows good electrical conductivity. 

ITO is the most popular material among all the transparency oxides. ITO is 

commercially available with low sheet resistance and high transparency. However, 

small indium reserve is a potential threat to terawatt-scale photovoltaic application. 

One of the approaches to mitigate potential material scaling limit is employing 

alternatives that use abundant elements. AZO is one of such substitutes. However, 

scientists often target the cost reduction of AZO without regard to thermal stability 

issue. Since the fabrication of CdTe solar cells process involved high temperature 

process, transparent conductor that can withstand high temperature is required. In this 

thesis, Zirconium doped Zinc Oxide (ZnO:Zr) thin films will be deposited on quartz 
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glass by ALD. Then, the electrical, optical and structure properties of ZnO:Zr thin 

films were further investigated. 

Another research challenge of CdTe solar cells is low doping concentration in 

absorber layer. Polycrystalline CdTe thin film involves high thermal process during 

thin film deposition and post-treatment. The high thermal environment favors the 

generation of VCd, giving rise to the p-type conductivity. It is reported that CdTe thin 

film reaches perfect stoichiometry at 400 °C [56]. At a temperature of 500-600 °C, 

absorber layer has a carrier concentration of 10
14

 cm
-3

 [2]. The carrier concentration 

could slightly be increased after CdCl2 post-treatment at ambient environment. 

Oxygen environment is considered to enhance the grain growth and p-doping [57]. In 

addition, few nanometer copper layers were deposited on the CdTe to increase the 

doping concentration and eliminate Schottky diode. But a large amount of copper ions 

lead to solar cell degradation. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the solar cell 

degradation with CuxTe as back contact buffer layer. In chapter 4, researches focus on 

the effect of CuxTe. 

Copper is the most commonly used material that acts as a dopant in CdTe layer. 

There are several copper states: interstitial ion Cui+, deep acceptor state CuCd
+
, 

(CuCd
-
-Cui

+
) complex, and (Cui

+
-VCd

-
) complex. On one hand, copper ions will 

increase the carrier concentration; on the other hand, extra copper ions that migrate to 

the interface of CdS/CdTe result in serious cell degradation. It is demonstrated that the 

shallow donor, interstitial form of Cu, is a faster diffuser than CuCd
-
 in the form of 

(Cui
+
-VCd

-
) complex [58-60]. Their distribution is progressively uniform and deeper 
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into the CdTe film. The deep acceptor CuCd
-
, however, is nonuniform and is strongly 

related to the back contact interface [61]. To fabricate a CdTe solar cell with high 

stability, the effects of conventional back contact materials, including CuxTe, MoO3, is 

investigated by SCAPS. Later on, graphene is synthesized by low-pressure chemical 

vapor deposition, followed by solar cells stability simulation using graphene as buffer 

layer. 
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Chapter 2: Experimental Methods 

2.1 Sample Preparation 

ZnO, ZnO:Al2O3, and ZnO:ZrO2 thin films were deposited on quartz glass, 

respectively, using atomic layer deposition (ALD), as shown in Fig. 2-1. Depositions 

were carried out in a 200 mm diameter ALD chamber in which temperature can be 

changed from room temperature to 300 °C. For all the experiments, water and 

nitrogen were used as oxidation agent and purge gas, respectively. The volume of 

vapor state precursors, oxidation agent, and inert gas were controlled by fast valve 

made by Savannah. N-type silicon (100) wafers were placed alongside the quartz 

glass acting as thin film substrate. 
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Fig. 2-1 100 nm undoped and doped ZnO thin films deposited on quartz glass by ALD: 

(a) quartz glass, (b) ZnO thin film, (c) ZnO:Al thin film, (d) ZnO:Zr thin film with 2% 

doping concentration, (e) ZnO:Zr thin film with 4% doping concentration, (f) ZnO:Zr 

thin film with 6% doping concentration, (g) ZnO:Zr thin film with 8% doping 

concentration, (h) ZnO:Zr thin film with 10% doping concentration. 

 

CdTe thin films were obtained by high vacuum thermal evaporation (HVTE). A 

tungsten boat was used as the evaporation boat. The temperature of tungsten boat was 

measured by a home-made temperature measuring system. Glass slides and n-type 

silicon (100) wafers were placed in a substrate holder that can control the temperature 

in the range of 25 to 300 °C. CdTe powders with 99.999% purity were used as 

evaporation source. 4-10 microns CdTe films were deposited prior to CdCl2 

post-treatment. After immersing the specimens into saturate CdCl2-methanol solution, 
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post-treatment annealing was performed at 400 °C at air atmosphere for 15 minutes. 

Then, the recrystallized CdTe film was doped with copper ions by immersing the 

CdTe film in a diluted CuCl – H2O solution. After annealed for another 15 minutes, 

the Cu-doped CdTe film was washed by DI water and stored in a vacuum 

environment. 

 

Fig. 2-2 CdTe thin films deposited on glass slide by HVTE: (a) 1μm as-deposited 

CdTe thin films deposited on glass slide by HVTE, (b) morphology of 1μm 

as-deposited CdTe thin films observed by metallographic microscopy. 

 

CuxTe buffer layer was obtained from a complex process. Initially, the bromine 

– methanol solution was used to remove the oxide on the surface of post-treated CdTe 

film. A Te rich thin film was thus deposited on the surface of CdTe film, followed 

with evaporating a 5 nm copper layer. Without breaking the vacuum environment, 

annealing was performed to the multilayer specimen at 200 °C. The chemical 

composition and ratio of CuxTe were controlled by various conditions, including 

concentration of bromine – methanol solution, etching time, and the thickness of 

copper layer. 

Graphene was grown on copper foils in Low-Pressure Chemical Vapor 
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Deposition (LPCVD). The precursors included methanol and hydrogen. Argon was 

used for diluting precursors in the quartz tube. 1 cm
2
 copper foils were cleaned by 

diluted hydrochloric acid, acetone, ethanol, and DI water in an ultrasonic cleaner three 

times. Later on, copper foils were put into the quartz tube immediately after cleaning 

process. Then, the copper was recrystallized at 1000 °C under hydrogen ambient. 

Finally, gaseous mixture containing hydrogen, methanol, and argon was admitted in 

the quartz tube. After graphene growth, the sliding furnace was moved to the other 

side, allowing a rapid cooling (cooling rate higher than 10 °C/min) of the sample. 

 

Fig. 2-3 Graphene grown copper foil (25μm) by LPCVD: (a) as-grown graphene on 

copper foil, (b) copper foil was removed by FeCl3 solution, (c) graphene has been 
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transferred to SiO2/Si substrate. 

 

2.2 Sample Characterization 

The physical and electrical properties of thin films were investigated. The 

ZnO-based thin films were studied using ellipsometer, X-ray diffraction (XRD), 

atomic force microscopy (AFM), ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer (UV-Vis), and 

Hall measurement. CdTe films were characterized by XRD, and SEM. Graphene films 

were evaluated with metallographic microscope, scanning electron microscope (SEM), 

and Raman spectroscopy. 

XRD is considered as one of the most analytical methods for analyzing thin 

film material structure. If thin film materials exhibit crystalline state where the atoms 

are arranged in sequence, when X-ray will interact with the atom arrays, resulting in 

the characteristic diffraction peaks in thin film diffraction spectra when it reaches the 

surface of thin film materials [1]. In addition, the comparison between the location 

and relative intensity of diffraction peaks in the thin film diffraction spectra and 

standard diffraction spectra contributes to the calculation of stress in thin film and 

determination of the preferred orientation film [1]. Moreover, depending on the full 

width at half maximum (FWHM) in thin film diffraction spectra, the size of grains in 

thin films can be calculated by the equation beneath, 

d =
0.9𝜆

𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
   (2.1) 

where d is the grain size, λ is the wavelength, β is the full width at half maximum, and 
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θ is the grazing angle. The variation of material structures of ZnO:Zr (4%) thin films 

according to annealing temperature are shown in Fig. 2-4. Preferential growth 

orientation and grain size can be derived from the XRD pattern. 

 

Fig. 2-4 XRD pattern of ZnO:Zr thin films (4%) annealed at different temperatures. 

 

AFM is a nanometer measurement instrument, which obtains three-dimension 

images of the surface of samples. AFM can test not only the surface topology of metal, 

ceramics and other solid material, but also biomacromolecule, DNA, and so on [2]. 

AFM can test samples under different measuring environment, and cause no damage 

to the sample with a large measuring scale. Therefore, in recent year, AFM becomes 

an important instrument to test microscopic domain. 
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Fig. 2-5 Schematic diagram of AFM. Reproduced from ref. [2]. 

AFM consists of four main parts, which can be observed in Fig 2-5. It is 

comprises of a cantilever with a sharp pinpoint, position sensitive photo detector 

(PSPD), scanner and feedback controller. AFM generates images of surface of 

samples by scanning the surface with a sharp pinpoint attached to the cantilever [2]. 

According to the working pattern, AFM can be divided into three modes: contact 

mode AFM (CM-AFM), non-contact mode AFM, and tapping mode AFM (TM-AFM) 

[3]. The apparatus in our experiments involves a new mode, PeakForce Tapping Mode. 

This is a patent mode of BRUKER. This mode combines the advantages of CM-AFM 

and TM-AFM. The scanning speed is high with high resolution and causes no damage 

to the surface of samples. Specially, the cantilever is oscillated by well below 

resonance, which leads to a continuous series of force-distance curves. The curves 
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imply a lot of material properties such as modulus, adhesion force, and deformation 

depth [3]. AFM characterization of ALD-derived ZnO:Zr (4%) thin film is shown in 

Fig. 2-6. The film has an smooth surface, with (100) preferential orientation. And the 

grains size is around 70 nm. All the results are compliant with the XRD results. 

 

Fig. 2-6 AFM images of as-deposited ZnO:Zr films (4%) grown on Si (100) wafer by 

ALD. 

 

SEM is a common analytical technique to observe the morphology and 

cross-section of samples. SEM scans the surface of samples using an electron beam, 

which interacts with the sample surface in scanning region [4]. Consequently, the 

morphology of the sample is determined by changes in detecting signals. There are 
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different types of methods of generating electron beams, depending on which, the 

scanning electron microscope can be divided into tungsten lamp scanning electron 

microscope and field emission scanning electron microscope that has high resolution 

about 1nm. Modern scanning electron microscope commonly attaches the Energy 

Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) that is responsible for composition detection 

in the micro-region of thin films [5]. In theory, if the electron beam strikes the surface 

of thin films, the X-ray will be emitted from the thin film materials. The composition 

of thin films and their content at the impact site could be calculated by analyzing the 

characteristics of the X-ray photon energy. The SEM images of graphene/Cu samples 

are shown in Fig. 2-7. Graphene sheet can be observed by SEM. In addition, the effect 

of hydrogen concentration on copper substrate and graphene can be evaluated by 

SEM as well. 
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Fig. 2-7 Uncoated and coated copper foils investigated by SEM: (a) uncoated copper 

foil, (b) graphene has grown on copper foil, (c) 150 mTorr of H2 during graphene 

growth, (d) 550 mTorr of H2 during graphene growth. 

 

Ultraviolet spectrophotometer is a measuring technique that characterizes the 

optical properties of thin film materials. When a beam of light transmits through the 

thin film, the semiconductor materials always absorb the photons that have energy 

larger than their bandgap. Moreover, some photons with energy smaller than the 

bandgap are also absorbed, because the electrons in semiconductor materials jump 

within the band gap or transit to the conduction band from impurities energy level [6]. 

Spectrophotometer can measure the transmittance and refractive index of thin films at 

different wavelengths. Assuming that the transmittance and refractive index at certain 

wavelength are T (%) and R (%) respectively, then, the absorption coefficient of the 

thin film at this wavelength is 
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α =
ln[

100−𝑅

𝑇
]
𝑡

⁄    (2.2) 

where t is the thickness of the thin film. Then, the absorption coefficient of the thin 

film over the whole wavelength could be calculated following the equation above [7]. 

As a consequence, the optical bandgap of the thin film can be obtained by the 

equation below,  

𝛼ℎ𝑣𝑚 = A(hv − 𝐸𝑔)   (2.3) 

where hv stands for the photon energy at certain wavelength and Eg represents the 

optical bandgap of the thin film, while m and A are constants. The value of optical 

bandgap of the thin film is determined by finding the tangent of a line that takes hv as 

the abscissa and (αhv)
m

 as ordinate. In addition, four values of m in the equation are 2, 

1/2, 2/3, and 1/3 that correspond, respectively, to the direct allowed transition, indirect 

allowed transition, direct band transition, and indirect band transition in 

semiconductor materials. The type of transition in semiconductor materials is 

dependent on the value of m, when the linearity between hv and (αhv)
m

 is most 

obvious. 

Raman spectroscopy is an analytical method that is based on Raman scattering 

effect. When light reaches the surface of samples, the incident light is absorbed by 

molecules, which simulates photons with higher frequencies as well as the molecules 

transition from high energy level to low energy level. Raman scattering effect is 

defined as the phenomenon where incident light undergoes changes in optical 

frequency after scattered by molecules of samples. Depending on the Raman 

scattering frequency and shift in incident light frequency, the intrinsic vibration 
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frequency of molecules is obtained, which then determines the significant information, 

including the symmetry of molecules and internal force within molecules [8]. Raman 

spectroscopy has become a popular and valuable tool for characterizing graphene 

about its thickness and properties [9]. On the other hand, graphene functions as an 

ideal platform for investigating the surface enhanced Raman spectra of chemical 

enhancement mechanism. Xie, et al. have found that graphene is able to quench the 

molecules fluorescence. In addition, it is reported by Ling that the Raman 

enhancement factor of graphene is associated with layers of graphene. In other words, 

more layers of graphene lead to less Raman enhancement. For example, the 

enhancement factor of single-layer graphene is approximately 17. Moreover, the 

enhancement is regarded as the chemical enhancement mechanism, which aroused by 

charge transfer between molecules and graphene. By calculating the 
𝐼2𝐷

𝐼𝐺
⁄  in Fig. 

2-8, it can be concluded that an bilayer graphene has been successfully deposited and 

transferred. 
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Fig. 2-8 Raman spectra of Graphene/SiO2/Si. 

Hall measurement is one of the crucial technology in semiconductor research. 

By using Hall measurement, the conduction type, mobility, resistivity, and carrier 

concentration can be evaluated. There are many types of measurement methods, 

including Van der Pauw, Hall bar, four-probe magnetoresistance. Among them, Van 

der Pauw method are most popular due to its less demanding on electrodes symmetry. 

To obtain an accurate values, it is significant to ensure the formation of ohmic contact 

between electrodes and thin film. Generally, Ga/In eutectic alloy (25% In by weight) 

is soldered on the thin film after surface cleaning and oxide removal. Moreover, it is 

necessary to make sure the resistance between any pair of contacts should less than 

1Mohm.  
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Chapter 3: Zirconium Doped Zinc 

Oxide as ITO Replacement 

admium oxide is the first transparent conductive oxide ever found. 

However, its application is limited due to the toxicity and 

carcinogenicity of cadmium oxide. Later on, In2O3-based TCOs were 

found as a cadmium oxide replacement. Among them, Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) 

achieved a great success. ITO is the first commercialized TCO material and it is the 

most widely used TCO thin film. ITO is regarded as an excellent photoelectric 

material. The commercial ITO thin films show a resistivity around 10
-3

~10
-5

 Ω·cm, 

with a transmittance higher than 85% in the visible range [1]. Moreover, ITO films 

have good mechanical properties, including good wear properties and high hardness. 

However, the stability of ITO limits its applications. It is demonstrated that indium 

precipitates out of the ITO film under the reducing atmosphere or under plasma 

condition. The degradation of ITO film under high temperature is also caused by the 

precipitation and diffusion of indium [2]. Another restriction of ITO film is the low 

reserve indium ore, around 0.1 ppm reservations in the earth’s crust [3]. Hence, it is 

crucial to develop a low cost, abundant, and good properties material for Tera-watt 

photovoltaics application. Among them, zinc oxide has attracted great attention. 

ZnO is a direct wide bandgap semiconductor material. It has excellent 

electromechanical coupling properties such as stability, irradiation resistance, and 

C 
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photoelectric property. It is widely used in rheostat, guided-wave optical device, 

piezoelectric transducer, laser, and transparent conducting electrode. Intrinsic ZnO has 

many types of donor defects, such as interstitial zinc ion (Znin
2+

) and oxygen vacancy 

(Vo
2+

) [4]. Therefore, ZnO is a natural n-type semiconductor [5]. Yet, intrinsic ZnO 

film cannot be used as TCO film due to its high resistivity and unstable electrical 

properties. On the contrary, doped ZnO thin film shows stable electrical property. It is 

the donor elements that substitute the zinc ions to make the crystal structure stable [4]. 

Consequently, the resistivity can decrease by several orders of magnitude. On the 

other hand, the growth in carrier concentration increases the energy bandgap, which 

further facilitates the transmittance of visible light. Furthermore, thermal stability can 

also be increased by doping [6]. It is asserted that the thermal stability limit for 

intrinsic ZnO thin film is 450K. By contrast, the thermal stability limit of ZnO film 

doped with B, F, and Al was improved to 500K, 700K, and 800K, respectively [7, 8]. 

To date, ZnO-based transparent electrode has made a remarkably progress. 

ZnO-based TCO film in photovoltaics grade has been commercialized and is widely 

used in a-Si:H thin film solar cells [9]. The successful companies in this area are 

Nippon Sheet Glass in Japan, Asahi in Japan, AFG in the U.S., and Leybold Optics in 

the U.S. 

It is necessary to realize that the properties of TCO are closely related to the 

composition, substrate, and deposition technologies. The popular TCO deposition 

technologies include sputtering, vacuum evaporation, spraying, pulse laser deposition, 

chemical vapor deposition, sol-gel, reactive ion injection, and atomic layer deposition 
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(ALD). Sputtering, chemical vapor deposition, and sol-gel are key technologies to the 

industrialization of ZnO-based thin film. ALD, on the other hand, is an important 

deposition technology in research community. It allows the possibility of atomic layer 

control and conformal deposition. 

3.1 Intrinsic ZnO Layer Grown by Atomic Layer 

Deposition 

3.1.1 Basic Principle of Atomic Layer Deposition 

Semiconductor technology has led to the requirement of precise controlling of 

elements composition in the material. ALD meets the need for precise controlling of 

chemical ratio and the requirement of deposition of pinhole free film for 

semiconductor devices. 
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Fig. 3-1 Schematic representation of self-limiting surface reaction in ALD deposition. 

Fig. 3-1 illustrates the reaction sequence in ALD. At the very beginning, the 

surface of a specimen exposes to the precursor. The precursor, diethylzinc (DEZ) in 

our case, was absorbed on the surface of the specimen. Extra precursor was removed 

by inert gas. Then, oxidizing agent reacts with the chemical matter that adsorb on the 

surface of the specimen. After the target oxide is generated, oxidizing agent is 

removed by another purging process. Thus far, specimen is covered with almost one 

atom layer and is ready for the next deposition cycle. 

Most ALD processes are AB binary reaction sequences similar to the reactions 

that are demonstrated in Fig. 3-1. Since the reactions occur at the surface of the 

specimen, each of the two surface reactions is self-limiting. With each deposition 

cycle, a thin film with atom level thickness is successfully deposited. 
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It is notable that the average thickness of each cycle does not strictly agree with 

atomic layer of the target oxide. The adsorption of precursors is a dynamic process. 

The adsorbed precursors may be also desorbed from the surface areas. At another 

cycle, the precursors will then cover the entire unreacted surface again regardless of 

the structure of the surface. Hence, the films tend to be free of pinholes [10]. 

3.1.2 ZnO Thin Film Grown by Atomic Layer Deposition 

By far the most common Zn precursors are zinc acetate, dimethyl zinc, diethyl 

zinc (DEZ), and zinc chloride. Oxygen sources usually prefer distilled water (H2O), 

oxygen, ozone, and nitrous oxide. DEZ and H2O are mostly used in ALD to grow zinc 

oxide. The reaction of DEZ and H2O is an exothermic process. Therefore, the reaction 

can occur at low temperature. It is reported that the DEZ precursor has been 

successfully used from room temperature to the temperature as high as 600 °C. 

Typical deposition temperatures are in the range of 100~200 °C [11]. Except Zn 

precursor, the deposition temperature has effect on the oxygen sources. Compared 

with other oxidation agent, such as oxygen, ozone, and nitrous oxide, distilled water 

has similar deposition rate but requires much lower deposition temperature.  

In our project, DEZ and H2O are the two precursors used in ALD. The reaction 

mechanism of DEZ and H2O follows: 

Zn(CH2CH3)2 + H2O → ZnO + 2C2H6   (3.1) 

∆H = −70kcal   (3.2) 

The ALD experiments were performed in a MNT F-200 system. The working 
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chamber is 200mm in diameter and can be heated from room temperature to 300 °C. 

The bubbler and pipeline were heated allowing vapor state diethyl zinc and water flow 

into the chamber. The precursor delivery volume was controlled by fast Savannah 

valves with controllable opening time (>10 ms). Detail of the deposition parameters 

are listed in Table 3-1. 

 

Table 3-1. Deposition parameters for ZnO thin film. 

Substrate temperature 180-220 °C 

Nitrogen flow rate 20 sccm 

Working pressure 30 Pa/225 mTorr 

Cycles 150 

Pulse sequences (DEZ/purge/water/purge) 

DEZ/purge/H2O/purge 0.02/20/0.02/20 s 

 

ZnO thin films of 25-35 nm were deposited on a Si substrate. The thickness of 

the thin films was characterized by ellipsometry. Thus, the growth condition was 

examined by simply altering the substrate temperature, while other growing 

parameters were kept constant. 
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Fig. 3-2 Growth rate per cycle of ZnO under various substrate temperatures. 

Fig. 3-2 shows the average growth per cycle of ZnO as a function of growing 

temperature. The growth rate increases rapidly with the increasing of substrate 

temperature and saturates at 160 °C. The growth window is found at the range from 

180–220 °C, and the growth rate is around 1.8 angstrom per cycle. The growth rate 

approaches the reported 1.8-1.9 angstrom from 180–220 °C [12, 13]. At a higher 

temperature, growth rate decreases dramatically. It is speculated that the ALD 

precursors are evaporated or are released from the substrate at high temperatures. 

Therefore, precursors do not effectively react with the initial substrate. Generally, 

reactions only take place at the pinholes and craters of the initial substrate. The island 

nucleation phenomenon at the beginning of deposition is described by a 

Volmer-Weber growth mechanism [14]. Nucleus and islands growth at holes of the 
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initial surface at the very beginning of ALD deposition. After multiple cycles, the 

islands grow and gather together to form a continuous thin film. Therefore, the 

average growth rate is expected to be low.  

3.1.3 ZnO Thin Film Characterization   

 

Fig. 3-3 XRD pattern of ZnO thin film grown at 200 °C. 

The XRD investigations performed in the angular range of 10-40° indicate that 

films grown at temperature between 150 °C and 240 °C are polycrystalline. Fig. 3-3 

illustrates the XRD spectrum of ZnO thin film grown at the temperature of 200 °C. It 

shows (100), (002), and (101) crystallographic orientations, in which (100) and (101) 

represent the orientations of silicon substrate. It is reported that the preferred 

crystallographic orientation is related to the growth temperature, pulsing time, and 
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purging time [15]. In Fig.3-3, the preferential ZnO is grown with a-axis in the plane of 

the film. It is expected that the primary ZnO growth mode will be changed to the one 

with c axis perpendicular to the surface, with the increasing growth temperature [16, 

17]. In addition, the (002) peak becomes more obvious for ZnO films grown at higher 

temperature.  

3.2 ZnO:Al Layer Grown by Atomic Layer Deposition 

3.2.1 ZnO:Al Thin Film Grown by Atomic Layer Deposition 

In order to take control of the electrical properties of ZnO thin films, a variety 

of elements are doped into ZnO films using ALD respectively. Aluminum has been 

considered as the most common doping element [18]. Although ZnO has a large 

resistivity, Aluminum-doped ZnO (ZnO:Al) reduces the resistivity to 10
-4

 Ω·cm, with 

an transmittance larger than 80% over the visible wavelengths [11, 18]. Therefore, 

Al-doped ZnO can function as an alternative as a transparent conducting oxide.  

The ZnO:Al thin films were deposited on Si (100) and glass by ALD with 

trimethylaluminum (Al(CH3)3 or TMA), DEZ, and H2O as precursors and N2 as 

purging gas. The detailed parameters are listed in Table 3-2. 

 

 

Table 3-2 Deposition parameters for ZnO:Al thin film. 

Substrate temperature 180-200 °C 
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Nitrogen flow rate 20 sccm 

Working pressure 30 Pa/225 mTorr 

Cycles 500 

Al2O3 pulse sequences 
(TMA/purge/ H2O/purge) 

ZnO pulse sequences 
(DEZ/purge/ H2O/purge) 

DEZ/purge/H2O/purge/TMA/purge/H2O/purge 
0.02/20/0.02/20/0.02/20/0.02/20 s 

 

The growth temperature ranges from 180 °C to 220 °C. The ALD pulse sequence 

is divided into two parts, 0.02/20/0.02/20s (DEZ/purge/H2O/purge) and 

0.02/20/0.02/20 s (TMA/purge/H2O/purge), which are designed to fabricate ZnO and 

Al2O3, respectively. There are total 500 cycles. The ZnO:Al was deposited by 

repeating 25 times ALD sequence that is composed of 19 cycles of 

DEZ/purge/H2O/purge and one cycle of TMA/purge/H2O/purge following the 

separate time in Table 3-2. It is clear that the cycle ratio of Zn and Al is 19:1. 

Considering the growth rate of ZnO and Al2O3, it is reasonable to determine the 

doping concentration of ZnO:Al thin film. 
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3.2.2 ZnO:Al Thin Film Characterization 

 

Fig. 3-4 Transmission spectrum of ZnO:Al film characterized by UV-Vis 

spectrophotometry. 

Transparency is an important factor that judges whether the thin film could 

replace the ITO as a transparent conducting oxide. Fig. 3-4 shows the transmission 

spectrum of an ZnO:Al thin film grown at 200 °C. The optical transparency of ZnO:Al 

thin films was measured by an UV spectrophotometry. It is obvious that the optical 

transparency of ZnO:Al is larger than 80% over the wide spectra region of 400-1100 nm. 

The high transmittance indicates that it is reasonable to use ZnO:Al thin films in 

optoelectronic devices.  
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Fig. 3-5 The α
2
 versus hv plot of the ZnO:Al film grown at 200 °C.  

 

Fig. 3-5 shows the plot of α
2
 versus hv, which is obtained from Fig. 3-4 by the 

calculation in Appendix 1. α stands for the absorption coefficient and hv is the photon 

energy. Tauc et al. [19] put forward the expression explaining the relationship 

between the absorption coefficient and photon energy with given transmittance.  

α =
A(hv−Eg)m/2

hv
   (3.3) 

where m equals to1 representing the direct transition while m equals to 4 standing for 

the indirect transition, and A is a constant.  

Moreover, the absorption coefficient follows an exponential law corresponding 

to Pankove’s expression [19] 

α(hv) = AE0

3

2exp(
hv

E0
)    for hv<Eg    (3.4) 
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where E0 stands for the width of the localized state in the bandgap.  

The bandgap (Eg) of ZnO:Al films is obtained by the value of intersection of 

the tangent line and the axis of photon energy. It is found that the bandgap of the 

ZnO:Al film grown at 200 °C is 3.25 eV.  

3.3 ZnO:Zr Layer Grown by Atomic Layer 

Deposition 

3.3.1 Material Properties of ZnO:Zr 

The limitation of ZnO thin films lies on its instability at high temperature in the 

atmosphere of oxygen, which leads to the deterioration of electrical properties during 

aging test in environment condition. ZnO thin films doped by Al, Ga, or In achieve 

the stabilization with improved conductivity [20]. Ahn et al. investigated ZnO:Hf 

grown at 200 °C by ALD [21]. It is reported that ZnO:Hf thin films with low Hf 

contents (<6.7 at.%) show high conductivity. In addition, the electrical resistivity is 

reduced to 6×10
-4

 Ω·cm with the Hf content about 3.3 at.% and the highest carrier 

concentration of 3.7×10
20

 cm
-3

 [21]. Moreover, it is found that electrical stability of 

ZnO thin films doped by group IV elements such as Hf is better than that doped by 

group III elements such as Al. With respect to the ZnO:Al thin films, the Al diffusion 

at high temperature results in the instability of ZnO:Al thin films. Besides, ZnO:Al 

thin films grown by sputtering exhibit low electron mobility with increasing carrier 

concentration because of grain barrier-limited transports [16]. 

Recently, it is popular to dope ZnO thin films with ZrO2, which crystallizes in a 
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monoclinic structure. However, at temperature of 980 and 2300 °C, the ZrO2 will 

transform to tetragonal and cubic structures, respectively [22]. During the transform 

between monoclinic and tetragonal phase, a volume contraction of approximately 3% 

occurs resulting in cracks in the film. Compared with ZnO:Al, ZnO:Zr thin films are 

stable and show low possibility to create micro-cracking after several cycles over a 

wide range of temperatures [23]. 

3.3.2 ZnO:Zr Thin Film Grown by Atomic Layer Deposition 

ZnO:Zr thin films were also fabricated by ALD, which dopes ZrO2 into ZnO thin 

films by depositing one cycle of ZrO2 following with several cycle of ZnO in a 

circulation mode. The precursors in the fabrication process include 

tetrakis-(dimethylamino)- zirconium (Zr[N(CH3)2]4 or TDMAZ), DEZ, and H2O.  

 

Table 3-3 Deposition parameters for ZnO:Zr thin films.  

Substrate temperature 180-220 °C 

Nitrogen flow rate 20 sccm 

Working pressure 30Pa/225 mTorr 

Cycles 500 

Concentration ratio  2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10% 

ZrO2 pulse sequences 
(TDMAZ/purge/ H2O/purge) 

ZnO pulse sequences 
(DEZ/purge/ H2O/purge) 

DEZ/purge/H2O/purge/ TDMAZ /purge/H2O/purge 
0.02/20/0.02/20/ 

0.20/20/0.02/20 s 
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Similar to ZnO:Al, the growth temperature is designed ranging from 160 °C to 

240 °C. The ALD pulse sequence is also divided into two parts：0.02/20/0.02/20 s 

(DEZ/purge/H2O/purge) and 0.02/20/0.02/20 s (TDMAZ/purge/H2O/purge) that 

correspond to the deposition of ZnO and Al2O3, respectively. In Table 3-3, the 

concentration ratios are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10%, which represent the different 

ratios of Zr and Zn. For example, if the concentration ratio of Zr and Zn is 2%, it 

indicates that the ZrZO thin film is deposited by repeating 10 times ALD sequence 

consisting of 49 cycles of DEZ/purge/H2O/purge followed by one cycle of 

TDMAZ/purge/H2O/purge. Consequently, the total cycle is 500.  
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3.3.3 ZnO:Zr Thin Films Characterization 

 

Fig. 3-6 Transmittance spectrum of ZnO:Zr films with different doping concentrations 

characterized by UV-VIS spectrophotometry. 

Similarly, the optical transmittance of ZnO:Zr thin films were measured to 

evaluate their optical properties. Fig. 3-6 shows the transparency spectrum of ZnO:Zr 

films with different concentration ratios grown at 200 °C. Compared with the 

transparency spectrum of the ZnO:Al thin film above, ZnO:Zr thin films with different 

Zr concentrations show an average transmittance larger than 90% over the same spectra 

region. Moreover, it is obtained that ZnO:Zr thin films with higher ratio of Zn and Zr 

have larger optical transparency over the visiblewavelength. On the contrary, the ZnO: 

Zr thin film with a higher concentration ratio seems to have a worse transmittance.   
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Fig. 3-7 The α
2
 versus hv plot of the ZnO:Zr films with different doping concentrations. 

Fig. 3-7 shows the plot of α
2
 versus hv, which is obtained from Fig. 3-6 by the 

same way as mentioned in section 3.2.2. The bandgap (Eg) of ZnO:Al films is 

obtained by the value of intersection of the tangent line and the axis of photon energy. 

It is clear that the absorption coefficient of ZnO:Zr is lower for the ZnO:Zr thin film 

with higher Zr concentration. Because the carrier concentration decreases with 

increasing Zr concentration; in this case, increasing Zr atoms concentrate on some 

neutral defects without contribution to the free electrons [24]. Moreover, there are 

many factors related to the mobility of thin films such as the grain size, roughness of 

surface, and scattering of electrons with the ionized impurities [19]. Some other 

defects are regarded as the traps to parts of carriers. 

According to Fig. 3-7, it is found that the values of bandgap of the ZrZO films 

with ratio of 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, and 10% are 3.25, 3.32, 3.35, 3.44, and 3.47 eV 
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respectively. The increase of bandgap is explained by the upwards shifting of 

conduction band, due to the exchange and correlation among the electrons. Moreover, 

there is additional shift in conduction band, when the electron density relaxes around 

the impurities [24].  

The bandgap widening of degenerate semiconductors can be explained by the 

Burstein Moss (B-M) effect. The B-M effect is expressed as: 

Eg = Eg0 + ∆Eg
BM   (3.5) 

Where Eg0 is the bandgap energy of intrinsic semiconductor, ∆Eg
BM represents the 

B-M shifted bandgap energy, and Eg is the bandgap energy of doped materials. 

     The B-M shift bandgap energy follows: 

∆Eg
BM =

h2

8me
∗ (

3

π
)
2
3⁄ ne

2
3⁄    (3.6) 

Where ne is electron carrier density, h is Plank’s constant, and me
∗  is the effective 

electron mass in conduction band. 

     From the equations above, the blue-shifting of heavily doped ZnO:Zr film is 

explicable. With increase in zirconium concentration, the electron carrier density 

increase. Since ∆Eg
BM is proportional to ne

2
3⁄ , high zirconium concentration will 

result in a large bandgap energy. 
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Fig. 3-8 Bandgap difference as a function of Zr doping concentration  

     As shown in Fig. 3-8, bandgap difference of doped ZnO thin films do not 

strictly follow the B-M equation. The bandgap difference of all samples were well 

below the parabolic BM curve. Carrier concentrations increase gradually when Zr 

doping concentration increase from 2% to 6%. In addition, carrier concentration drop 

to 3.2 × 1020𝑐𝑚−3, after reaching the its highest value at 6% Zr concentration. From 

Fig. 3-8, it is clear that the bandgap different of 10% ZnO:Zr thin films was higher 

than that of 8% and 4% ZnO:Zr though they have similar carrier concentration. Hence, 

it is reasonable to deduce a conclusion that the contributions of widening energy 

bandgap is a combination of B-M effect and larger bandgap of ZrO2 (5.8 eV) 

compared to that of ZnO (3.2 eV). Extra doping of ZrO2 results in higer energy 

bandgap, even though the carrier concentration decline afterward. 
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Chapter 4: Back Contact Buffer Layer 

as Ion Diffusion Barrier  

dTe solar cells efficiencies below 20% have been achieved by various 

deposition strategies and technologies. Yet, the best cell to date has 

been believed to be far away from the theoretical value. In the past two 

decades, intensive researches focused on the understanding of critical issues, 

including junction activation treatment, doping of heteroatoms, role of impurities in 

CdTe solar cells, and technological problems. Thus far, CdTe solar cells efficiency has 

slowly approached its theoretical value and is comparable to that of commercial 

available silicon solar cells. To date, one of the challenges arisen is the formation of 

stable ohmic back contact. As known, the introduction of back contact buffer layer, 

such as CuxTe, ZnTe:Cu, Sb2Te3, and MoOx etc., improves solar cells efficiency by 

forming good ohmic contact with CdTe layer. However, metal ions diffuse from the 

buffer layer or the substrate to the junction form Generation-Recombination centers, 

which leading to a serious decreasing of power conversion efficiency. Therefore, it is 

necessary to investigate the stability issues of CdTe solar cells in regards to CuxTe 

buffer layer. In this chapter, we will deposit a CdTe thin film on glass by high vacuum 

thermal evaporation. After treated with wet cadmium chloride, post annealing was 

performed on samples. Later on, CuxTe buffer layer was formed by Bromine etching 

and copper thin film deposition. Finally, degradation modeling was carried out by 

C 
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SCAPS using the parameters derived from our experiment. 

 

4.1 Evaporated CdTe Thin Films 

4.1.1 Basic Principle of High Vacuum Thermal Evaporation 

High Vacuum Thermal Evaporation (HVTE) is one of the common methods to 

deposit CdTe layer as it is easier to control [1]. The pressure used for HVTE is usually 

below 10
-5

 Torr in all of our experiments. Variations of thickness were reported by 

using the HVTE since the thickness can be approximated by calculating the CdTe 

evaporated and the evaporation time. The approximation is done according to the 

kinetic theory of gases [2].  

The number of evaporated gas atoms N0 that strike the substrate follows [2]:  

N0 = 3.5 × 1022 ×
𝑃0

MT
1
2⁄
(particlescm−2s−1)   (4.1) 

where P0 is the vapor pressure in Torr of the evaporated gas atoms, M is the 

molecular weight of the evaporated materials and T is the temperature of the substrate. 

Molecular weight of CdTe is  

MCd +MTe = 112.41 + 127.6 = 240.01  (4.2) 

Assumptions along with Eq. (4.1) and (4.2) embrace the fact that the film 

formed from the condensation of the adatoms. Moreover the theory was made based 

on the conditions that the distance between the evaporation sources to the substrate is 

15 cm and the substrate temperature is similar to that of chamber. Thus, the 

evaporation source is chosen as center with 15 cm as the radius of the sphere. Since 
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the size of CdTe solar cells is 1 × 1𝑐𝑚2, a small area compare to the sphere, it is 

reasonable to deduce that the as-deposited films are with good uniformity. Suppose all 

the evaporated atoms impinge on the substrate without bouncing off to other direction 

missing the substrate, the thickness of the film can be estimated to be: 

d =
N0×τ

n
   (4.3) 

for n the atomic density of CdTe and τ the deposition time.  

Therefore, the thickness of deposited CdTe layer can be briefly calculated. 

4.1.2 CdTe Thin Films Grown by High Vacuum Thermal 

Evaporation 

In this project, CdTe fabrication by High Vacuum Thermal Evaporation was 

examined. The substrate used is common laboratory grade glass slide. The glass slide 

was first cleaned through ultrasonic cleaner in isopropyl, acetone and alcohol for ten 

minutes, respectively. Then it was cleaned thoroughly by rinsing it with distilled water. 

After the glass slide was dried by nitrogen gas, it was put into the substrate holder in 

the evaporator. The temperature of the holder can be precisely controlled in the range 

from room temperature to 300 °C. Then, CdTe was deposited by High Vacuum 

Thermal Evaporator as presented in Fig. 4-1. The evaporation procedure starts when 

the pressure reaches 5×10
-3

 Pa. 
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Fig. 4-1 Sketch of the chamber of high vacuum thermal evaporator used in the 

experiments. 

Fig. 4-1 demonstrates the diagram of the HVTE device. It should be noted that 

a tungsten boat is being used instead of a ceramic bowl together with tungsten 

filament. This design enables the exploitation of better heating uniformity since that 

CdTe powder is uniformly spread on the tungsten boat. The conditions of the 

evaporation and observation include:  

a. Decrease the pressure down to 5×10
-3

 Pa 

b. heat the substrate holder to the setting value 

b. Move the vapor blocker to protect any organic or unwanted substances being 
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evaporated and adsorbed onto the substrate 

c. The vapor blocker also used to ensure the steady evaporation rate 

d. Increase the current flow until reaching target temperature 

e. Move away the vapor blocker  

f. Control the deposition time according to the time value calculated form formula 

(4.1), (4.2), and (4.3). 

Using the method described above, CdTe thin films were deposited at different 

substrate temperatures for 50 minutes. Fig. 4-2 illustrates that the grain sizes of each 

films are similar at various substrate temperatures. The grain size of peak (111) is in 

the range of 60-100 nm, much lower than those obtain by Closed-Space Sublimation 

(CSS) technology. Compare to the micron scale grain size in CSS grown thin film, 

smaller grain size is obtained in the HVTE grown thin film at the relatively low 

substrate temperature. 
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Fig. 4-2 Grain size of CdTe prepared on glass under different substrate temperatures 
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4.1.3 Wet CdCl2 Treatment 

It has been demonstrated that chloride ion acts as a fluxing agent that enhances 

the atom mobility of CdTe film during annealing process [3]. CdCl2 was commonly 

used in the post-deposition treatment process to increase grain size and enhance 

electrical properties of CdTe thin film. To study the recrystallization of CdTe during 

post-annealing process, 3 micron thick CdTe thin films were evaporated on glass at 

250 °C. The samples were divided into two group: one group was treated with CdCl2 

in air, the other group was annealed without CdCl2 treatment in air. The 

manufacturing process of the first group was depositing a thin CdCl2 layer on the 

sample in CdCl2-methanol saturated solution by dip coating method. After that, the 

samples were put into the tube furnace for annealing for 15 minutes at 300 °C, 350 °C, 

450 °C, and 550 °C, respectively. The second group is annealed in tube furnace 

without dip coating CdCl2 process. After cooling down to room temperature, samples 

were characterized by XRD. 

Fig. 4-3 demonstrates the annealing effect on CdTe thin film without CdCl2 

treatment. It can be found from the figure that CdTe thin film has a strong (111) 

crystal direction. The intensity of (111) did not have a significant change before and 

after annealing. However, the increase in temperature brings the crystal orientations of 

(220), (311), (400), (331) and (422). When temperature reaches 350 °C, crystal 

orientation (511) can be detected. Also, the grain size increase to 270 nm, four times 

larger than that at 250 °C. The grain size drop to 70 nm when annealing temperature 

increase to 450 °C or higher. This phenomenon could be explained by the evaporation 
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of CdTe at high temperature leading to eliminate of CdTe films at the grain boundary. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-3 CdTe thin films annealed at various temperatures without CdCl2. 
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For thin films annealed with CdCl2, the grain size increase from 30 nm in 

250 °C to 110nm in 350 °C and 100 nm in 450 °C. This result in agreement with those 

reported in literature [4-6]. For small grain size, enough energy can be provided for 

recrystallization at heating stage. Therefore, the grain size could increase significantly. 

For CdTe thin films in micron scale grain size deposited by CSS, no grain growth 

could be observed after CdCl2 assisted annealing. 
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Fig. 4-4 XRD of CdTe thin films annealed at various temperatures with CdCl2. 

There is an interesting phenomenon in Fig. 4-5. By comparing Fig. 4-5 (a) and 

(b), we can found that the signal of oxide is strong in the CdCl2 treated thin film. Yet, 

no oxidation can be detected in 350 °C. This illustrates that the exist of CdCl2 favor 

the generation of oxide on the surface of CdTe film. 
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Fig. 4-5 XRD of CdTe thin films annealed at (a) 350 °C (b) 450 °C. 

Fig. 4-6 provides another evidence. The main oxides generated during heat 

treatment are: CdTeO3, Te2O5, and CdO. The reason is a high temperature increase the 

energy of surface atoms, which promotes the oxidation. For the mixture of 

CdTe-CdCl2-CdTeO3, the melting point decreases with the increasing of CdTeO3 

concentration. Thus, at a high temperature, the chemical on the surface of CdTe thin 

film is in a melting state. When the sample is cooling down to room temperature, the 

compressive stress on the thin film will results in cracks of thin film. Hence, the best 

CdCl2 treatment temperature should be in the range of 350-450 °C. 
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Fig. 4-6 XRD of CdTe thin films annealed at 550 °C. 

4.2 Deposition of CuxTe Back Contact Layer 

4.2.1 Basic Principle of Br-Methanol Etching Process 

As mentioned in chapter one, etching process is crucial for removing the oxide 

on the surface and obtaining a Te rich surface [7]. Hence, etching process cannot be 

neglected during back contact formation. Among various etchant, Br-methanol is a 

common and effective etching solution. When CdTe thin film was immersed in the 

Br-methanol solution, Br2 particles absorbed on the surface of CdTe crystal. The 

reaction between Br and CdTe is: 

Br2 + Te2− → 2Br− + Te0   (4.3) 

     After reaction, Cd ion became free ions and dissolved in the etching solution. 

Therefore, a Te rich film can be obtained by such a etching process. 
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4.2.2 Etched-CdTe Thin Film Characterization 

In these experiments, CdTe films were deposited on glass slide at substrate 

temperature of 300 °C following with CdCl2 post-annealing treatment at 400 °C. DI 

water was used to rinse the residual CdCl2 on CdTe thin film. Finally, the sample was 

dried by nitrogen. The samples were treated in Br-methanol solution with different 

concentrations. 

After etching with Br-methanol solution (1:1000), the sample shows gray color. 

In addition, the film shown hydrophobic after etching. The hydrophobic surface 

demonstrates that the microstructure of the surface has been changed. For further 

investigation, SEM has been used to observe the thin film surface. As shown in Fig. 

4-7, the surface become smooth after 20 seconds treatment in Br-methanol solution. 

When the etching time is increased to 40 seconds, the crystal boundary become larger 

and deeper. It can be deduced that longer etching time will brings in shunt pass in the 

film. 
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Fig. 4-7 The surface of Br-methanol treated CdTe thin films characterized by SEM: (a) 

no etching; (b) etched for 20 seconds; (c) etched for 40 seconds. 

4.2.3 Formation of CuxTe 

The CdTe sample was prepared at 250 °C on glass slide following with an 

CdCl2 post-annealing at 450 °C for 15 minutes. Then, the sample was rinsed by DI 

water to remove the CdCl2 residue before Br-methanol etching process. After being 

treated with Br-methanol solution for 20 seconds, the sample was rinsed with DI 

water and placed in the chamber of evaporator. 5 nm copper film was evaporated on 

the sample prior to annealing at 200 °C for 15 minutes to form CuxTe layer. It is 

notable that copper deposition and sample annealing must take place in vacuum 

environment. The reason is a few nanometers copper is very easy to be oxidized when 
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exposed to air at room temperature.  

4.3 Stability of CdTe Solar Cells with Various Back 

Contact Buffer Layers 

4.3.1 Role of Copper on CdTe Solar Cells 

In CdTe solar cells, Cu is considered as an important back contact dopant. 

However, large amount of copper results in severe device degredation. As a back 

contact buffer layer, copper is used in the form of compound (CuxTe) and dopant 

(copper doped ZnTe and Copper doped graphite) [8-12]. However, copper ion is a fast 

diffuser. It has been revealed that copper will diffuse into CdTe film and form donor 

defect Cui, accepter defect CuCd, and complexity CuCd-Cui [13]. Cui is a deep level 

defect and is gathering at the interface of CdS/CdTe. The deep level defect acts as 

carrier recombination center further resulting in solar cell degradation. Therefore, it is 

necessary to investigate the ion-diffusion-caused degradation. 

4.3.2 CdTe Solar Cells Degradation Model 

Basically, copper ions in the CdTe thin films form new defects, which act as 

shallow dopant or deep level defects. Shallow dopants increase the doping 

concentration of the thin film. In turn, deep level defects increase the recombination 

rate in the CdTe.  

Linear or quadratic defect generation rate can be found in nonequilibrium 

semiconductor. For simplicity, the linear rate is considered. The defect concentration 
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is given by  

dN

dt
= αp − βN   (4.4) 

where N is the defect concentration; p is the hole concentration in CdTe thin film; α is 

defect generation rate; and β represent defect annihilation rate. However, at the 

beginning of solar cell degradation, the concentration of copper is far from saturated. 

Hence, the term with β can be neglect. 

Hence, the defect concentration of next stage can be expressed by the 

combination of the defect concentration on current stage and hole concentration: 

𝑝(i + 1) = p(𝑖) + (𝑁𝑖+1 − 𝑁𝑖)/𝛼𝑑𝑡    (4.5) 

In quasi stationary approximation, the variation of hole concentration is zero. 

Therefore, hole concentration can be expressed as: 

dn

dt
= G − CrNp ≈ 0   (4.6) 

And derived 

p =
G

CrN
    (4.7) 

where G is the electron-hole pair generation rate, Cr is the recombination coefficient. 

Combining equation (4.4) and (4.6), we can have defect generation rate: 

N = N0[1 +
t

N0
2Cr

2αG
⁄

]
1
2⁄    (4.8) 

4.3.3 Effects of CuxTe Back Contact Buffer Layer on CdTe 

Solar Cells 

According to equation 4.7, defect concentration changes over time. By inserting 

the defect density in various time step into the CdTe solar cell model, the parameters 
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can be calculated from the SCAPS simulator. The parameters used in simulation were 

listed in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 Parameters of each layer for SCAPS simulation 

 ZnO:Zr CdS CdTe  CuxTe 

Thickness(nm) 500 25 3000 100 

bandgap(eV) 3.6 2.4 1.5 0.85 

electron affinity(eV) 4 4 3.9 3.82 

dielectric permittivity (relative) 9 10 9.4 10 

CB effective density of state 

(cm
-3

) 
2.20E+18 2.20E+18 8.00E+17 

2.20E+18 

VB effective density of state 

(cm
-3

) 
1.80E+19 1.80E+19 1.80E+19 

6.50E+20 

electron thermal velocity (cm/s) 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 

hole thermal velocity (cm/s) 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 

electron mobility(cm/Vs) 1.00E+02 1.00E+02 3.20E+02 1.00E+02 

hole mobility (cm/Vs) 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 4.00E+01 1.62E+01 

Shallow uniform donor desity 

ND(1/cm
3
) 

1.00E+17 1.10E+18 0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 

Shallow uniform acceptor desi

ty NA(1/cm
3
) 

0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.00E+14 
 

 

Degradation of CdTe solar cells had been demonstrated in Fig. 4-8. In Fig. 4-8 

(a), short circuit current increase at the very beginning time steps, following with a 

slight decrease. This phenomenon can be explained by the process of Copper ion 

diffusion in CdTe solar cells. Initially, copper ions diffuse to the CdTe thin film and 

act as a shallow dopants. The hole concentration in CdTe thin film is thus increase, 

which results in an increase in built-in potential voltage. Then, copper ions diffuse to 

the interface of CdS/CdTe which act as deep level defects. Obviously, the increase in 

deep level defects leads to high recombination rate and thus low short circuit current 

density. Open circuit voltage did not change significantly. This is in agreement with 

the report in the literatures. The reduction in solar cell efficiency is mostly attributed 
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to the loss in fill factor. The decrease in fill factor is probably due to the increase in 

series resistance. Since copper ions diffuse from the CuxTe layer, small amount of 

copper in the buffer layer will lead to deterioration of ohmic contact at the back 

electrode. The increase of ohmic value or the formation of Schottky diode at the back 

contact will bring in loss of fill factor. 

 

Fig. 4-8 Degradation of CdTe solar cells with CuxTe as back contact buffer layer. 
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Chapter 5: Graphene as a Back Contact 

Buffer Layer 

ast diffusers, such as Cu, Al or Au, were considered as the significant 

reason for solar cell instability. Device degradation was increased by the 

increase of copper concentration at the back contact, while copper 

substitution at the CdS/CdTe interface act as shallow dopant and is beneficial for 

device performance [1]. However, some of the buffer materials, including CuxTe, 

ZnTe:Cu and Cu loaded graphite paste, do not meet the requirement for long term 

stability. 

The Cu-based buffer materials have matched work functions with CdTe 

absorber which facilitate the holes transportation from CdTe thin film to the back 

electrode. Since the interstitial atoms of copper diffuse into CdS/CdTe at high 

diffusion rates, those Cu-based materials show unstable energy bandgap. Also, the 

extra interstitial coppers act as deep-level dopant and result in short carrier lifetime 

and low power conversion efficiency. It is reported that CuxTe (x=1~2) is an unstable 

chemical except Cu1.4Te. The large amount of copper diffuse from the initial deposited 

CuxTe along the grain boundary, resulting in a poor shunt resistance for the cells [2]. 

For ZnTe:Cu, the mechanism is difference. Since the copper amount in the CdTe is 

low, a small amount of copper diffusion increases the carrier concentration in the 

CdTe thin film and simultaneously enhance the open circuit voltage and solar cells 

F 
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efficiency [3]. The problem is the diffusion of copper leading to the change of buffer 

layer work function and the increase of Schottky barrier at the back surface field. The 

silver or nickel electrode is generally believed to fail to form back electrode in CdTe 

solar cells. The device using Ag back contact become susceptible for degradation due 

to the rapid diffusion of Ag ion. And solar cells using Ni as back contact result in the 

loss of fill factor due to the Ni3Te2 phase formation. To minimize the degradation, a 

Cu loaded graphite layer was introduced between the CdTe thin film and Ag or Ni 

electrode to enhance the device stability by limiting the diffusion of Ag and formation 

of Ni3Te2 [4]. However, the Cu loaded graphite layer was plagued by the diffusion of 

copper ion. Since the Cu loaded graphite layer serve as a source of Cu, Cu ions 

diffuse toward the CdS/CdTe surface in the course of subsequent annealing and 

photoinduced stress. A modest degradation around 15% was observed in the 

CdS/CdTe/graphite:Cu/Ag structure [4]. To ensure the stability of solar cells, Cu-free 

buffer materials such as Sb2Te3 and MoOx are developed.  

Romeo et al. first introduced Sb2Te3/Mo back contact into CdS/CdTe solar cells 

with great success [5]. The novel solar cell exhibited power conversion efficiency of 

14.6%. After 6 months test under 60 °C and 10 suns irradiation in open circuit 

condition, it shows small degradation [6]. It is reported that CdTe/ Sb2Te3 is in 

thermodynamic equilibrium in a chemical point of view. Therefore, no reaction occur 

between CdTe and Sb2Te3 layer and thus contributing to long term stability. Based on 

thermodynamic consideration, it was deduced that the instability of Sb2Te3 based solar 

cells are highly dependent on the applied metal electrode. When Ni film is deposited 
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on the Sb2Te3, spontaneous reactions occurs at the interface of Sb2Te3/Ni and forms 

NiTex, NiSbx and Sb2Te3 [7]. Thus, the ohmic contact is destroyed. Conversely, 

Sb2Te3/Mo is found to be stable. CdTe/ Sb2Te3/Mo is proved to be a stable back 

contact system for long term stability consideration [8]. 

MoOx is another material widely used as Cu-free buffer layer in CdTe solar 

cells. CdTe solar cells fabricated with MoOx/Ni back contact system achieved high 

conversion efficiency of 12.2% with an optimized MoOx thickness of 40 nm [9]. 

Since MoOx is an insulating material, the series resistance is in proportion to the 

thickness of MoOx. Therefore, the thickness of MoOx will affect the device efficiency, 

significantly. In addition, MoOx is highly sensitive to surface contamination. It was 

demonstrated that the work function of as-deposited MoOx will dramatically reduce 

after air exposure from 6.80 eV to 5.24 eV [9]. It is also reported that MoOx buffer 

served as diffusion barrier for Mo or Ni electrodes. However, MoOx is least stable 

when depositing associated with metal like Al. From a thermodynamic point of view, 

the large standard enthalpy Al2O3 formation favor the abstraction of oxygen atom 

from chemical MoOx [10, 11]. Considering the mineral reserves in earthcrust, 

elements including Te, Sb, Mo, and Ti limit the terawatt deployment. The 

development of stable buffer layer with low cost and abundance still have a long way 

to go. 

Carbon-based nanomaterials have recently attracted tremendous attention due to 

their abundance, exceptional electrical properties and chemical stability. Multilayer 

graphene sheet has ultra-low electrical conductivity perpendicular to the 
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CdTe/graphene interface. Also, graphene has a perfect hexagonal carbon lattice and 

exceptional in-plane conductivity, and high mechanical strength. In this context, 

graphene is considered as the potential replacement for conventional buffer materials. 

CdTe solar cells fabricated along with reduced graphene oxide (r-GO), pristine 

graphene (PG) and boron doped graphene (BG) highlight that graphene and its 

derivative can serve as efficient back contact materials [12]. Comparing with the 

chemically reduced exfoliated graphene oxide sheet, graphene sheet prepared by 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) shows better in-plant electrical conductivity. Yet, 

the BG cell had the highest efficiency of 7.86% [12]. The reason for good 

performance is that graphene doped with 2 at.% of boron increase the carrier 

concentration in the valence band of the graphene together with a shift in Fermi level. 

This indicates that boron doped graphene can serve as a good back contact layer [13]. 

Impermeable graphene sheet may also serve as metal ion diffusion barrier in CdTe 

solar cells. It should be aware that graphene was used as anti-corrosion coating [14] 

and barrier membrane for hazardous ions [15]. Hence, it is necessary to investigate the 

permeation of graphene to metal ions, e.g., copper, silver, nickle ions from the metal 

electrode. 

5.1 LPCVD Synthesized Graphene Using Copper 

Catalyst 

     Various metals have been used as graphene synthesis catalyst, including Cu, Ni, 

Co, Ru, Ir, etc. [16-19]. The growth conditions and merits have been listed in Table 
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5-1. 

Table 5-1 Comparison of different metal catalysts. 
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Among all those catalysts, Cu and Ni are most popular due to their low cost 

and mature synthesis technologies from carbon nanotube growing research. However, 

the growth mechanism of Cu and Ni are different. By sequential depositing carbon 

isotope, it has been revealed that the growth of graphene on Ni film surface involves 

carbon absorption and desorption process. Since Ni has high carbon solubility, a low 

cooling process will results in multilayer graphene or even amorphous carbon. The 

quality of graphene and number of layers were determined by cooling rate.  

In comparison, Graphene growth in Cu is not absorption-desorption method. 

The growth mechanism of Cu is regarded as adsorption-dehydrogenation-growth 

process, as shown in Fig. 5-1. 

 

Fig. 5-1 The surface growth mechanism. Black particles indicate 13C isotope, red 

particles indicate 12C isotope and white particle indicates hydrogen atoms. Reproduce 

from ref. [20]. 

     Essential growth steps of graphene on Cu foil are: 1) hydrocarbon is catalyzed 

by Cu and decompose, 2) carbon atoms nucleate and grow into graphene. 3) lateral 

extension of graphene nucleus attached and form graphene islands [17]. The growth 

stops after the surface of copper is fully covered with graphene. 
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5.1.1 Treatment of Copper 

     Graphene growth on Cu surface is adsorption-dehydrogenation-growth method. 

Generally, copper assisted graphene growth process can be divided into two steps, 

namely nucleation and expansion of nucleus domains, as shown in Fig. 5-2. 

 

Fig. 5-2 Graphene growth mechanism under 1000 °C, (a) methanol decompose on the 

surface of Cu foil, the carbon atoms move around on the copper surface. Then they 

nucleate on the defect position and grow to a small graphene nucleus; (b) laterally 

extension of graphene nucleus to graphene islands. When graphene islands keep 

extension and connect together, the surface of the Cu foil is covered by graphene 

sheet. Since methanol cannot reach the catalyst, no methanol particles are decompose 

afterwards. 

     The density of the defect on copper surface determines the number of graphene 

nucleus. In other words, low defect density on copper foil results in large graphene 

grain size. Considering the carrier scattering effect of the grain boundary, large grain 

size of graphene is crucial for high carrier mobility and good electrical conductivity 
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[27]. Therefore, in order to obtain high quality graphene films, it is necessary to 

obtain Cu film with large grain size to minimized point defects and stacking fault. 

Pre-treatment process and hydrogen relief annealing are two methods that are widely 

used to obtain high quality copper foil [27]. 

The commercial available copper foil (Alfa Aesar, #13382) is not smooth 

enough, numerous rolling strips can be seen under optical microscopy. To eliminate 

the rolling strips, two methods, including chemical etching and electrochemical 

corrosion were adopted. 

In our case, FeCl3-HCl-H2O solutions were used as chemical etchant to 

eliminate the rolling strips. The copper foil (Alfa Aesar, 25 µm) was first cut into 

small pieces. Then, the copper pieces were cleaned by isopropyl alcohol, acetone, and 

DI water for 20 minutes in ultrasonic machine, respectively. Subsequently, nitrogen 

were used to dry the copper pieces. Later on, fresh copper pieces were treated by the 

FeCl3-HCl-H2O solutions followed with rinsing in DI water for three times. The 

untreated and treated copper foils were listed in Fig. 5-3. 
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Fig. 5-3 Optical microscopic images of the surface of the copper foils cleaned by 

FeCl3-HCl-H2O solutions under 20 °C with various treatment condition: (a) 1 g: 1 ml: 

100 ml, 1 minute; (b) 5 g: 1 ml: 100 ml, 1 minute; (c) 5 g: 5 ml: 100 ml, 1 minute; (d) 

1 g: 5 ml: 100 ml, 1 minute; (e)1g: 1 ml: 100 ml, 10 minutes; (f) 5 g: 1 ml: 100 ml, 1 

minute, ultrasonic cleaning; (g) 5 g: 5 ml: 100 ml, 1 minute, under 40 °C; (h) copper 

foil before cleaning process. 

     Fig. 5-3 illustrates the surface morphology of the copper under different 

treatment conditions. It can be found that the strip elimination effect is closely related 
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to the concentration of ferric chloride. Low ferric chloride concentration results in 

poor strip elimination, as shown in (a), (d), (e). The best sample was obtained from 

decent ferric chloride concentration solution under ultrasonic-assisted condition, as 

shown in (f). While, higher temperature (40 °C) did not have a significant effect on 

etching, as demonstrate in (g). 

 

 

Fig. 5-4 Optical image of the surface of etchant-treated copper film after hydrogen 

relief annealing. 

     The best treated sample , i.e. Fig. 5-3 (f), was placed into the tube furnace and 

annealed for 30 minutes under the atmosphere of H2 (100 sccm) and Ar (100 sccm) at 

1000 °C. After the annealing process, the strips were eliminated, as shown in Fig. 5-4. 

The grain sizes grew and reached sub-millimeter scale. However, there are many point 

defects and line imperfections in the grain. Thereby, it is necessary to investigate the 

effort of hydrogen relief annealing on solution etched copper foil. 
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Fig. 5-5 Effect of hydrogen annealing on copper recrystallization under 1000 °C: (a) 

FeCl3 3g: HCl 1ml: H2O 100ml, ultrasonic-assisted etching for 80 s; (b) annealed at 

LPCVD for 30 min, with hydrogen partial pressure as 2 Torr; (c) annealed at LPCVD 

for 30 min, with hydrogen partial pressure as 3 Torr; (d) annealed at LPCVD for 30 

min, with hydrogen partial pressure as 4 Torr; (e) annealed at LPCVD for 20 min, 

with hydrogen partial pressure as 4 Torr; (f) FeCl3 5g: HCl 1ml: H2O 100ml, 

ultrasonic-assisted etching for 40 s; (g) annealed at LPCVD for 30 min, with 
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hydrogen partial pressure as 2 Torr; (h) annealed at LPCVD for 30 min, with 

hydrogen partial pressure as 3 Torr; (i) annealed at LPCVD for 30 min, with hydrogen 

partial pressure as 4 Torr; (j) annealed at LPCVD for 20 min, with hydrogen partial 

pressure as 4 Torr. 

     After optimization, two samples were obtained by removing the strips in 

differnet etchant for 80s and 40s, respectively. The result of dilute solution is better 

than that of concentrated solution, as shown in Fig.5-5 (a) and (f). After annealing in 

hydrogen atmosphere, the grounded surface of (a) and (f) become flat and smooth. 

Some protuberances were removed under hydrogen atmosphere. It is reasonable to 

deduce that point defects are valleys left by removal of protuberances. We can predict 

that the density of point defects first increases and then decreases with the increase of 

hydrogen partial pressure. By comparing the result of (d), (e), (i) and (f), it is found 

that large hydrogen partial pressure treatment for a long time will not bring to smooth 

copper foil. The reasons are copper evaporation at the high annealing temperature and 

hydrogen etching effects on copper foil. The optimum annealing condition is treating 

at LPCVD for 20 min with hydrogen partial pressure as 4 Torr, as shown in Fig. 5-5 (e) 

and (j). 

Electrochemical polishing technology bases on the electrolysis of metal in the 

anode under specific electrochemistry condition. Since the protuberances on the metal 

surface will dissolve in the electrolyte, a flat metal surface can be obtained by 

electrochemical polishing technology. Here, we used the electrochemical polishing 

technology to improve the smoothness of copper substrate. 
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Fig. 5-6 Surface of electrochemically polished copper: (a) untreated copper; 

(b)electrochemically polished copper; (c) boundary of treated and untreated copper; (d) 

polished at 1.2V for 30min followed with annealing in H2 atmosphere; (e) polished at 

1.5V for 30min follow with annealing in H2 atmosphere; (f) polished at 1.5V for 

25min follow with annealing in H2 atmosphere. 

     The electrolyte is a mixture solution of 100 ml phosphoric acid and 20 ml 

propylene glycol. A DC power generator is used to provide constant reaction voltage. 

It can be found from Fig. 5-6 (a), (b), and (c) that the flatness of the surface before 

and after electrochemical polishing is different. It can also demonstrate from (d) that a 

low reaction voltage result in a rough surface. The optimum treatment conditions in 

our case are 1.5 V for 25 minutes. 
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Fig. 5-7 Surface morphologies of Cu foils first polished at 1.5 V for 25 minutes, and 

then annealed at hydrogen atmosphere: (a) annealing for 30 minutes under 2 Torr 

hydrogen partial pressure; (b) annealing for 20 minutes under 4 Torr hydrogen partial 

pressure; (c) annealing for 30 minutes under 3 Torr hydrogen partial pressure; (d) 

annealing for 30 minutes under 4 Torr hydrogen partial pressure. 

     After polishing at 1.5V for 25 minutes, copper foils were annealed at various 

hydrogen partial pressures. At low hydrogen partial pressure, a large number of 

pinholes can be found on the surface. By increase the hydrogen pressure to 3 Torr and 

4 Torr, the pinholes and valleys on the surface of copper foils were eliminated. The 

difference between those specimens is grain size. Obviously, the average grain size of 

copper at annealed higher hydrogen pressure is larger. Furthermore, the optimum 

annealing time is proved to be 30 minutes. A relatively short annealing time results in 

incompletely elimination of protuberances. 
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5.1.2 Graphene Synthesis 

 

Fig. 5-8 Schematic diagram of the LPCVD system for graphene synthesis. 

     In this LPCVD system, three ways of gases are fed into the quartz tube. Gases 

flow rate are controlled by Mass Flow Controllers (MFC). Inert gas, Argon, is used to 

dilute the carbon concentration in the reaction chamber. Hydrogen is used during 

copper recrystallization and catalytic decomposition of methane. Methane is the 

carbon source in graphene synthesis. The partial pressure of each gases can be 

calculated by values in the pressure gauge and MFCs. 

     The well prepared copper foils were placed on a quartz boat. The quartz boat is 

then put into the uniform temperature area of the tube furnace. As shown in Fig. 5-9, 

at the heating stage (stage I), hydrogen is fed into the system to prevent the copper foil 

from being oxidation. At the annealing stage (stage II), hydrogen of a flow rate around 

20 sccm is fed into the system to smooth the Cu foil surface and increase the grain 

size in Cu foil. Graphene was deposited on the third stage (stage III) with various flow 

rates of Methane, hydrogen and argon. After 30 minutes growing stage, the furnace is 

slid to other side to achieve a rapid cooling. The cooling rate is higher than 10 °C/min, 

so that graphene cannot either be etched by hydrogen or be absorbed by copper foil. 

Hydrogen is also used as protective gas during cooling stage (stage IV). 
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Fig. 5-9 Temperature profile of graphene growth. 

5.1.3 Graphene Transfer 

     As-deposited graphene/Cu foil cannot be used in electronic devices directly. It 

is required to transfer graphene to an arbitrary substrate for further application. In 

addition, the characterization of electrical properties and transmittance requires the 

transfer of graphene to insulating and transparent substrates. Among various transfer 

technologies, PMMA-assisted (polymethyl methacrylate) transfer is of great success. 

The transfer process is listed in the flow chart beneath. 
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Fig. 5-10 PMMA-assisted graphene transferring process. 

 

     Initially, PMMA solution was prepared by mixing 2.075g PMMA 

(Sigma-Aldrich, 960K) and 50 ml acetone in a sealed reagent bottles and stirring for 2 

hours under 50 °C. Then, the fresh graphene/Cu foil was fixed on a silicon wafer by 

PE protective film. After adding a few droplets of PMMA solution on the specimen, 
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the spin coater run at 500 rpm for 5 seconds and 4000 rpm for 60 seconds in sequence. 

By drying the sample at 90 °C for one minute, we obtained a solid PMMA film on 

graphene/Cu foil with a thickness approximately 300 nm. The PMMA-coated 

graphene/Cu foil was then put into the FeCl3 solution (0.9mol/L). Generally, it took 

24 hours to etch the Cu foil entirely. After that, PMMA/Graphene was rinsed by DI 

water for three times. Later on, the floating PMMA/graphene was picked up by target 

substrates, such as glass slide, quartz glass, silicon wafer, and SiO2/Si. Target 

substrate/graphene/PMMA was baked at 90°C for one hour for good adhesion 

between substrate and graphene. Finally, PMMA was removed by acetone and cleaned 

in DI water. After the rinsed sample was dried naturally, we obtained the transferred 

sample. The transferred graphene with and without PMMA can be found in Fig. 5-11. 
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Fig. 5-11 Surface of transferred graphene observed by optical microscopy. (a) 

graphene/PMMA on glass slide; (b) Cu particle residual and PMMA residual on 

transferred graphene; (c) boundary of successfully transferred graphene. 

5.1.4 Graphene Characterization 

The specimen of first trial was characterized by SEM, which is shown in Fig. 

5-12. The experiment was carried out at low methane flow rate (5 sccm) for 30 

minutes. The graphene islands are discrete. The size of each graphene islands are in 

sub-micron scale. We can deduce from this figure that low methane flow rate results 

in a low carbon concentration in the furnace tube and low graphene island grow rate. 

In our case, it is not enough to obtain a fully covered graphene sheet in 30 minutes 

with low methane flow rate.  
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Fig. 5-12 Discrete graphene islands on Cu foil. 

Therefore, it is necessary to study the effect of methane flow rate and 

deposition time. Two group experiments were carried out: one group was with fixed 

10 sccm methane flow rate and various deposition time, other group was with fixed 

the flow rate at 20 sccm and changed deposition times. The graphene were evaluated 

by Raman Spectroscopy and the results were listed in Fig. 5-13. In the first group, the 

spectrum changes from graphite shape to graphene shape with increasing deposition 

time. In addition, the G peak value increased continuously. This phenomenon 

indicates that thin film tends to be graphene film with the increase of deposition time 

at a low carbon concentration. When methane flow rate increased to 20 sccm, longer 

deposition time resulted in poor film. High flow rate of methane results in high carbon 

concentration. Thus, graphene sheet covers the copper foil rapidly. Extra methane 

results in the formation of graphite. Best condition can be found at methane flow rate 
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of 20 sccm and 20 minutes annealing time. At such condition, the obtained graphene 

has high 2D peak. Also, the ratio of I2D/IG is superior than other experiment conditions 

in that group. However, we are aware that the D peak exists in all cases, which 

indicates poor graphene quality. The SEM figure of thin film can be found in Fig. 

5-14 (a-c). 

 

 

Fig. 5-13 Effects of carbon concentration and deposition time on thin film quality. 

 

     Fig. 5-14 are selected examples of graphene film. It can be found in Fig. 5-14 

(a) that graphene films can grow across the boundary of copper grains. However, the 

different color indicate ununiformed thickness of graphene. Holes and wrinkles can 

also be found in Fig. 5-14(c), which might result from the low flow rate of methane. 

In the limited growing time, there was not enough carbon atoms decomposed from 

methane to deposit on copper foils and form the continuous graphene films. In 

addition, for SEM characterization, the samples are required to have good 

conductivity to stimulate the secondary electrons during scanning [28]. Therefore, the 
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high-quality SEM images imply the high conductivity of graphene films. Furthermore, 

Fig. 5-14 (d-f) shows the surface of single-layer graphene. The smooth and uniform 

surface manifests the high quality and continuity of graphene. 

 

Fig. 5-14 (a-f) SEM images of graphene on Cu foils. (a-c) SEM images of the 

multi-layer graphene. (d-f) SEM images of the single-layer graphene. 

5.2 Stability of CdTe Solar Cells with Graphene as 

Back Contact Buffer Layer 

By employing the solar cell simulator, SCAPS, we had examined the stability of 

graphene as buffer materials in the CdTe solar cells. By neglecting the degradation 

arisen from other aspects, such as front contact and intermixing of CdS/CdTe, we had 

considered the degradation caused by ion diffused from back contact for simplicity. 

Therefore, most parameters about graphene are from the library of SCAPS, as shown 
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in Table 4-2.  

Table 5-2 Parameters of each layer for SCAPS simulation using graphene as buffer 

layer 

 ZnO:Zr CdS CdTe  Graphene 

Thickness(nm) 500 25 3000 0.13 

bandgap(eV) 3.6 2.4 1.5 0.6 

electron affinity(eV) 4 4 3.9 4.29 

dielectric permittivity (relative) 9 10 9.4 10 

CB effective density of state 

(cm
-3

) 
2.20E+18 2.20E+18 8.00E+17 

8.00E+17 

VB effective density of state 

(cm
-3

) 
1.80E+19 1.80E+19 1.80E+19 

2.00E+18 

electron thermal velocity (cm/s) 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 

hole thermal velocity (cm/s) 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 

electron mobility(cm/Vs) 1.00E+02 1.00E+02 3.20E+02 1.00E+02 

hole mobility (cm/Vs) 2.50E+01 2.50E+01 4.00E+01 1.32E+01 

Shallow uniform donor desity 

ND(1/cm
3
) 

1.00E+17 1.10E+18 0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 

Shallow uniform acceptor desi

ty NA(1/cm
3
) 

0.00E+00 0.00E+00 2.00E+14 
 

 

After inserting the Cu-NanoWire layer and the graphene layer into the CdTe 

solar cells, the solar cells were imposed to stress. It can be found from Fig. 5-15 that 

all parameters of graphene-based solar cell superior to those of Cu-NWs based solar 

cells. The decrease of short circuit current and open circuit voltage are similar over 

time. Hence, it can be deduced that the degradation in efficiency is mostly caused by 

the decline in fill factor. Therefore, graphene is expected to be a robust back contact 

buffer layer for CdTe solar cells in the future. 
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Fig. 5-15 Degradation of CdTe solar cells with different back contact buffer layer. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Further 

Works 

n conclusion, the thesis focused on developing novel materials for scarce 

materials and their substitutions by introducing straight forward technology 

for CdTe thin film doping. Two novel materials were grown and characterized. 

The two materials are: zirconium doped zinc oxide and graphene. After analysis, it 

was found that zirconium doped zinc oxide has superior transmittance and thermal 

stability when compare to aluminum doped zinc oxide. In addition, the effect of the 

buffer layer on solar cells degradation was modeled and further showed that the solar 

cells with graphene as buffer layer exihibits good stability. In addition, a simple 

copper doping method was proposed to substitute tellurium doping in CdTe thin films. 

It is known that indium tin oxide has low thermal stability at high temperature. 

At temperatures above 700K, indium ions diffuse to the neighboring films and further 

destroy the solar cells. Unfortunately, the fabrication of CdTe thin film solar cells 

involves a complex manufacturing processes, which requires the development of 

stable and abundant materials substitution. By precisely doping zirconium oxide into 

zinc oxide using ALD, it is found that the transmittance shows blue shift with the 

increasing zirconium concentration. In other words, the bandgap energy Eg increases 

with the zirconium concentration from 3.21 eV to 3.33 eV. In addition, XRD indicated 

that ZrZO films have an orientation of (002) perpendicular to the substrate surface and 

I 
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the intensity of the ZnO peak (002) increases with increasing annealing temperature. 

Other barriers that hinder the development of CdTe solar cells are large 

recombination rate and low carrier concentration. Since the photon absorber in CdTe 

solar cells is a polycrystalline thin film, grain boundaries become recombination 

centers and further result in a low power conversion efficiency. CdCl2 post-treatment 

under air atmosphere is proved to be an effective method to solve the problem. The 

CdCl2–treated vacuum evaporated CdTe thin film shows larger grain size. The grain 

size increases from few tens of nanometer to more than one hundred nanometers; the 

peak intensities increase significantly in every orientation except the (111).  

Copper ion has dual roles in CdTe solar cells. On one hand, it acts as a dopant 

that increases the carrier concentration in CdTe thin film; on the other hand, large 

amount of copper leads to serious cell degradation. Copper ion is an impurity with fast 

diffusion in CdTe layer. Accelerated by the build-in electric field, copper ions will 

accumulate at the CdS/CdTe interface. The large number of copper ions form 

recombination centers and hence result in degradation. Therefore, it is necessary to 

introduce a buffer layer to prevent extra copper ions or metal ions diffusing from 

metallic electrode. Through simulation, it is found that carbon-based buffer layer 

performs better than that of telluride buffer layers. Copper-based buffer layer shows 

fastest degradation. Later on, we extracted the parameters from the graphene 

synthesized by LPCVD and applied in to the degradation model. The result showed 

that graphene has the potential to be the ion diffusion barrier among the materials that 

we have investigated. 
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According to the roadmap of photovoltaics development, 15% of the global 

electricity demand relies on the renewable energy utilization in 2050. Thus, 50% solar 

fraction scenarios translate into 12.5 TWp photovoltaics capacity. The potential 

market of thin film solar cells is expected to be approximately one TWp. Since the 

estimation was based on the current market outlook, this result can be rescaled easily 

to accommodate the market share. It should also be noted that chemical elements used 

in photovoltaics technologies differ greatly from that in abundance. Unlike many 

other materials, the cost of scarce elements does not benefit from increasing demand 

and economics of scope. On the contrary, the increase in demand of rare elements will 

likely raise the solar cells and module cost. Hence, effects of scarce elements of 

photovoltaics deployment are very difficult to predict and control. Therefore, novel 

materials are explored to substitute the scarce elements involved materials, and thus to 

ease the constraint. Carbon-based films are expected to be much more economical and 

versatile; among all the carbon-based nanomaterials, graphene is the most perspective 

material. 

The introduction of graphene as the transparent conducting film has been 

regarded as a potential solution. Graphene has many superior properties, including 

high flexibility, excellent conductivity, ultra-high transparency in all wavelengths, and 

comparative low thickness. High flexibility of graphene allows the application on 

flexible electronic devices. In comparison, the mechanical brittleness limits the 

application of traditional transparent conductors. The properties such as conductivity 

and transparency make graphene a perfect transparent conductor. Large area graphene 
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films have successfully synthesized by chemical vapor deposition. With four layers of 

graphene, the sheet resistance and transmittance get close to the values of 

conventional transparent conducting oxide. However, there are constraints on the 

synthesis technology and transfer method. Hence, it is necessary to work on this topic 

to grow large grain graphene to reduce the sheet resistance. In addition, straight 

forward graphene doping technologies are crucial for low sheet resistance transparent 

conductor application. 
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Appendix I 

unction varargout = test1(varargin) 

% TEST1 MATLAB code for test1.fig 

 

% --- Executes on button press in calculate. 

function calculate_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to calculate (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

t1=str2num(get(handles.t1,'String')); 

t2=str2num(get(handles.t2,'String')); 

t3=str2num(get(handles.t3,'String')); 

l1=str2num(get(handles.lamb1,'String')); 

l2=str2num(get(handles.lamb2,'String')); 

l3=str2num(get(handles.lamb3,'String')); 

t1=t1/100; 

t2=t2/100; 

t3=t3/100; 

na=1.5; 

nb=1; 
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if get(handles.radiobutton7,'value')  //two maximum and one minimum 

    NN=(na^2+nb^2)/2+2*na*nb*(t1-t2)/(t1*t2); 

    n1=(NN+(NN^2-na^2*nb^2)^(1/2))^(1/2); 

    NN=(na^2+nb^2)/2+2*na*nb*(t3-t2)/(t3*t2); 

    n2=(NN+(NN^2-na^2*nb^2)^(1/2))^(1/2); 

    thick=l1*l3/(2*(n1*l3-n2*l1)); 

    thickness=num2str(thick); 

    indexlower=num2str(n1); 

    indexhigher=num2str(n2); 

    set(handles.lowerindex,'String',indexlower); 

    set(handles.higherindex,'String',indexhigher); 

    set(handles.thick,'String',thickness); 

    c11=(n1+na)*(nb+n1); 

    c21=(n1-na)*(nb-n1); 

    alpha1=c11*(1-(t1/t2)^(1/2))/(c21*(1+(t1/t2)^(1/2))); 

    k1=log(1/alpha1)/thick; 

    c12=(n2+na)*(nb+n2); 

    c22=(n2-na)*(nb-n2); 

    alpha2=c12*(1-(t3/t2)^(1/2))/(c22*(1+(t3/t2)^(1/2))); 

    k2=log(1/alpha2)/thick; 

    absorblower=num2str(k1); 
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    absorbgreater=num2str(k2); 

    set(handles.lower,'String',k1); 

    set(handles.greater,'String',k2); 

     

elseif get(handles.radiobutton8,'value') //two minimum and one maximum 

    NN=(na^2+nb^2)/2+2*na*nb*(t2-t1)/(t1*t2); 

    n1=(NN+(NN^2-na^2*nb^2)^(1/2))^(1/2); 

    NN=(na^2+nb^2)/2+2*na*nb*(t2-t3)/(t3*t2); 

    n2=(NN+(NN^2-na^2*nb^2)^(1/2))^(1/2); 

    thick=l1*l3/(2*(n1*l3-n2*l1)); 

    thickness=num2str(thick); 

    indexlower=num2str(n1); 

    indexhigher=num2str(n2); 

    set(handles.lowerindex,'String',indexlower); 

    set(handles.higherindex,'String',indexhigher); 

    set(handles.thick,'String',thickness); 

    c11=(n1+na)*(nb+n1); 

    c21=(n1-na)*(nb-n1); 

    alpha1=c11*(1-(t2/t1)^(1/2))/(c21*(1+(t2/t1)^(1/2))); 

    k1=log(1/alpha1)/thick; 

    c12=(n2+na)*(nb+n2); 

    c22=(n2-na)*(nb-n2); 
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    alpha2=c12*(1-(t2/t3)^(1/2))/(c22*(1+(t2/t3)^(1/2))); 

    k2=log(1/alpha2)/thick; 

    absorblower=num2str(k1); 

    absorbgreater=num2str(k2); 

    set(handles.lower,'String',k1); 

    set(handles.greater,'String',k2); 

end  

 

% --- Executes on button press in reset. 

function reset_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

% hObject    handle to reset (see GCBO) 

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

set(handles.t1,'String','0') 

set(handles.t2,'String','0') 

set(handles.t3,'String','0') 

set(handles.lamb3,'String','0') 

set(handles.lamb2,'String','0') 

set(handles.lamb1,'String','0') 

set(handles.thick,'String','0') 

set(handles.lower,'String','0') 

set(handles.greater,'String','0') 
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set(handles.lowerindex,'String','0') 

set(handles.higherindex,'String','0') 

 


